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Today's consumer report from the Consumers'^ Counsel in the Agricultural

Adjustment Administration "brings you information on the holiday "bowl of nuts.

Proba"bly all through these loast holidays, Christmas and New Year's, you had a

"bowl of nuts around, with a nutcracker or two and a few nutpicks all ready for

festive ni"bbling. Now, our report tells you just all a"bout those nuts and how,

in many cases, they did more than just provide a pastime.

In the first place, the Department of Agriculture states that the pecan

crop this year hreaks all previous records. The walnut crop is way ahove

average and the total production of walnuts, -oecans, almonds and filherts is

90 percent more than last year. Peanuts, too, are a record "breaker crop.

Besides that, the wild nuts we used to gather in the woods add to this stupen-

dous total of nuts — "black walnuts, hickory nuts, butternuts, hazel nuts,

"beechnuts and pine nuts that grow wild. Add all those nuts to the walnuts,

pecans, almtnds and filberts — and you've got some nuts, I'd say.

Not only that, says our report, there are still the various kinds we

import from abroad — chestnuts, Brazil nuts, cashews and pistachios.
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Most everybody can remem'ber when some of those nuts just mentioned were

even more a strictly holiday subject than they are today — they were too "big

a luxury to have on ordinary days. They're still considered semi-luxury

products, our report tells us, hut of course they're much more common market

commodities. Nowadays, they're important enough to hoast their own s-necialized

nut shops, besides all the other r)laces where you might expect them to he sold.

However, our report goes on, nuts aren't really just a luxury, if you

consider their food values. The Bureau of Home Economics says that all nuts

are nutritious, hut they do vary considerably in food values. But they may

not be exactly what they're cracked up to be by food faddists who attempt to

live on nuts alone. But the hikers and people starting out on long strenuous

exDeditions who take a big supply of nuts along, find them valuable because

they have such concentrated fuel value — most of them contain a great deal of

fat, clear ud to JG percent or more in -oecans. And then they have protein,

too — and it's good quality protein.

The fat, of course, means that they give energy — but don't let the

Dresence of protein lead ycu to believe that you can make nuts a substitute

for meat, and milk, and eggs. The nutritionists advise using nuts as a

supplementary protein food, rather than a substitute. That's because you'd

have to eat a lot of nuts to get enough protein and since they have so much

fat, you'd get all that fat too.

But the ex-oerts tell us not to underestimate the virtues of nuts just

because of that. If they haven't been blanched, they rate as good sources of

iron — especially almonds, walnuts and hickories. And all of them in general

have a lot of phosphorus, and some of them, rank as fair sources of calcium.

So then it seems that fat and protein and minerals are the high points

in food value of nuts. One other thing, too, add the experts: while nuts
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aren't es-pecially iraiDortant for their vitamin content, still a few of them are

fair sources of vitamin A, and all of them have good amounts of vitamin B4 So

that adds some more to the list of their nutritive strong "ooints.

Prom this analysis, specialists say it's "best not to comhine them with

foods that are rich in fat — it's good to use them as an accent with a "bland

or contrasting flavor, — in "breads, for instance, and confections, and salads

and stuffings. English walnuts are very poT)ular for that type of use.

Speaking of English walnuts, our report goes on to say that they're not

a native nut. The first plantings here were made in 1S60. But you know they

aren't really English walnuts — they're Persian, "but hefore we grew them here

they came to us "by way of England, so that's how they got their name. The

pecan, on the other hand, is native American. They grow abundantly in the

South Central States westward into Oklahoma and Texas, and are widely culti-

vated eastward along the Gulf and to the Atlantic, especially in Georgia,

Mississippi, Ala"bama, and Florida.

Getting dovm to practical questions, our report gives us some concrete

information on a question that has pro'ba'bly entered the minds of most consumers.

That's about whether or not it pays to "buy nuts shelled ,
— in other words,

would you get more for ^/-our money if ^'ou "bought them in the natural state and

shelled them yourself. Because, of course, ready-shelled nuts always cost a

lot more per pound than unshelled ones, the natural conclusion would "be that

you could save money "by paying the lower -or ice for nuts in their shells.

But here are some rather surprising figures from the Bureau of Agricul-

tural Economics on that point:

First, for walnuts — the Bureau says that one pound of the shelled

walnuts will equal almost 2 and a half pounds unshelled. That is to say, you

have to "buy just a"bout 1 and a half pounds of shell with everv pound of walnut
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meats* How, to see just what that does to the difference in price, using

prides on shelled and unshelled walnuts from one Washington store. Of course,

prices in other cities or other stores might vary hut here's how it worked

out with this one set of prices.

Walnuts already shelled were 8^ cents a pound, and with their shells on

they were 3^ cents a pound. The figures from the Bureau of Agricultural

Economics show that it takes 2.32 pounds u^tshelled to yield a pound of nut

meats, so at 35 cents, you'd pay 83 and a f.raction cents for enough nuts to

shell out to one pound of nut meats. And if you bought that pound already

shelled it would cost 85 cents — just one and a half cents more.

The almond is another nut that the same calculations were furnished for.

The Bureau of Agricultural Economics says it takes 3 and one-third pounds of

almonds with the shells on, to yield a -pound of almond nut meats . And this is

how they work out as to price: At the same Washington store where the exr)erts

got their TDrices, shelled almonds cost 95 cents a pound. In the shell , almonds

sell for 38 cents a pound. So 3 and one-third pounds of unshelled almonds —

which would give you one pound shelled — would cost $1. 27 , while you could

"buy a pound already shelled at 25. cents. So you actually save 32 cents by

passing up the heav7/- labor.

Prices weren't avail&ble in this same store for both the shelled and

unshelled filberts, says our report. But the Bureau of Agricultural Economics

says that it takes about 2 and a quarter pounds unshelled to yield a pound

shelled — so if consumers who are interested in figuring that out, can get the

prices from their grocer, they can find out just what -- if any — their

savings would be.
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The Bureau of Agricultural !5conomics has just recently been doing some

work on pecans in this connection and they say that pecans vary a great deal

because of variety . The experts say that seedlings are the original type of

pecans, and all other varieties are grouped under the classification of

improved varieties. These improved varieties are usually sold by the name of

paper-shell, but strictly speaking, that isn't their name at all.

Now, it seems that one pound of unshelled seedlings will yield about

33 Tjercent kernels, while the improved varieties will give you about H5 to 60

percent kernels from a po^und "'unshelled. An improved variety called Stuart will

give you U5 percent kernels; the Schley, a high quality improved variety fur-

nishes 6C) -percent kernels. So, according to those figures, it would take a

little over two pounds of the Stuart variety to yield a poiund of kernels, and

not quite two pounds of the Schley for a Poland of nutmeats.

Our reDort closes with the observation that half the fun of the holiday

bowl of nuts is the cracking. So, really these comparative figures ought to

be most important when you are considering using a half-pound or pound of nuts

at a time and wanted them shelled at a certain time.

That's the end of our rer)ort for today.

—ooGoo

—

CLO SING AmTOIJITC5I:SET ; We sent you this reioort as it came to us from the

office of the Consi-uners ' Counsel of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.

Each we bring you this official consumer report direct from the

Consumers' Counsel office in cooperation with the United States Department of

Agriculture.
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This week, our report from the Consumers' Counsel office of the

Agricultural Adjustment Administration brings us reports of some New Year's

resolutions consumers have made. From the resolving consumer's point of view,

our report reviews some of the highlights of the past year's Consumer Facts,

and tells you some of the things that will bring you better consumption services

during the next vear.

Some of the letters which have come in resT)onse to radio programs of

the past year are from consumers who got such help from various programs that

they wanted to tell us that the official tips have made them decide to follow

them. So we're going to read a few of those letters and review the information

that prompted them.

Here's the first letter, which came in resDonse to an egg broadcast

last spring:

"I can't tell you what your broadcast on eggs meant to my egg-
conscious family. They not only like eggs but they like them
good . And when I learned from your talk about Government
grades and how you could buy eggs under those grades, I immed-
iately began buying them that way. Now, we know what we're
buying in the way of eggs, and we have no disappointments."
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Our report reminds us that in the egg "broadcast we told alDout the

special food values of eggs — iron, and Vitamin D and Vitamin A. And they

mentioned the fact that consumer prejudice against cold storage eggs hasn't

much foundation in fact these days, "because under modern refrigeration methods,

there's no reason why a. cold storage egg should not taste every "bit as deliciou-'

as any fresh one you could find on the market. You know storage eggs are

eligi"ble for Government grading the same as any others, with the one stipulation

that the two to"D grades, ~\J . S. S-oecial and "U. S. Extra be marked "cold storage."

Next helow U. S. Extra, you may remem"ber, is U. 3. Standard.

Eggs sold under the Government seal as U. 3. Standard must also have a

la"bel on the carton saying "Retail Grade B". So the consumer will "be sure to

know what she's getting. The other way around — the eggs certified as U. S.

Extra may be la"beled Grade A and U. 3. Special may he labeled U. S. Grade AA,

too, hut they don't have to he so labeled.

Now for the next letter:

"Thank you for your excellent information on orange buying. I've
already started to buy bigger quantities of oranges which I have
already tested for quality'" and I have proved that I can get more
orange juice into the family's diet with less strain on the budget."

Reviewing that broadcast, our re-nort repeats the news that cup-for-cup,

orange juice ^^ields, on the average, about twice as much Vitamin G as the juice

from fresh, well-ripened tomatoes. And that one orange or one-half grapefruit

supplied our minimum Vitamin C requirements for one day. Right now, too, is

orange time. They're at their cheapest and most plentiful peak.

In a way, the next letter rather hinges on this last one — it's from

a consumer w"no says that she has firmly resolved to buy foods as seasonally

as possible, and that way she'll buy them as cheaply as possible. Our report

remarks that that consumer probably has the fruit and vegetable calendars out
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of the CONSm'ISRS ' GUIDE hanging up in her kitchen. And. streaking of the

CONSUIvSES ' GUIDE, consumers who would like to have it, may get it hy writing

to the Consumers' Counsel of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration,

Washington, and asking to he put on the mailing list. It will come to you

free every two weeks.

The next letter is from a consumer who listened to the program last

winter ahout vita.mins and how to get them into the budget.

The letter reads:

"You told us how to get vitamins into the "budget and I'm making
use of it all the time now, with what I think is success. I

wish that every consumer and housewife could have that help
with supplying these important food values that are at once
the hardest to come hy and the easiest to overlook,

"

So, our reriort , to give that consumer her wish, reviews the high

points of that broadcast. The first part of the experts' advice on the subject

of getting your vitamins into the budget, was to buy foods as unprocessed as

possible — that is, as nearly as possible in their natural form, like bro^m

rice instead of polished rice and so on^ That wav you get extra dividends of

vitamin value in the same food.

Then the next iDoint was to eat as many of your fruits and vegetables

raw as possible. Also, the specialists tell us not to overcook and not to cook

vegetables with soda. And lastly, the experts advise using as many as possible

of the foods that are good for various different values all at once, such as

egg yolks. Some of the other vitamin repeaters are liver and brains and

spinach, turnip greens, milk, cheese, and so on.

An enthusiastic letter came from a consumer who profited from the '

program on tomatoes last June. She said that she learned a great deal from it

and was glad to know that orange juice could be alternated with tomatoes in the





diet — in the correct quantity, of course, adds our report. As we said when

we were discussing oranges, the nutritionists tell us that, in general, it

takes ahout 2 cups of tomato juice to give us the Vitamin C value of a cup of

orange juice. And it's Vitamin C that keeps our teeth in top form and besides

that, if we don't get enough Vitamin C we may feel tired all the time, lose

appetite, and also weight — . That program, too, told what season was the

cheapest for tomatoes — the good old summer time is the season of high supply

and low price for tomatoes. That's important for those resolving consumers

who are interested in buying seasonally. But our report reminds us that the

can of tomatoes is the vitamin-budget er' s friend.

The next resolution is about storing. The main points of the storing

business, our report recalls, were first of all that it pays some folks to

store some foods, and other foods it pays other folks to buy in small quantitie

In other words, if you're a farmer and grow a lot of vegetables and fruits, it'

wise to store all kinds that are at all storable. But if you live in a kitchen

ette apartment and buy everything you use, it's not so practical to attempt to

do much storing, except of course, you could usually find room for a peck of

potatoes or your share of a half-crate of oranges.

The next thing to remember about storage is that space, and the type

of space, determine whether or not storage is economy. But for a family living

in a house with a basement and attic, it seems that the foods which could be

stored advantageously are oranges and apples and potatoes and onions, and

perhaps if you happened to be able to stock them cheaply when they are in

season you might add some pumpkins and squash. The best place for the onions

is the attic, and the basement could be used for the others, placing them in

the most appropriate places as far as temperature was concerned.
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Here's what the experts say about temperature: Roughly, oranges thrive

"best in cool storage "but a"bove 32 degrees. And the colder the storage room the

longer a-oples will keep that crisp quality we like. Of course, no fruits or

vegeta'bles should "be allowed to freeze. Potatoes should stay ahove ho degrees

and a"bout 60 degrees is what t"he technical people call the "optimum" temperature

for storing "ootatoes. As for storing onions, it's best not to have storage

temperature too high but if t'he storage place rs warm, that doesn't matter so

much if it's dry. That's why the onions can go in the attic.

That's all the cons'omer resolutions for 193^ that we'll have time for

today, but these letters and the brief reviews of previous programs ought to

make us realize that as far as consumer resolutions go, it's better late than

never.

— ooOoo

—

CLOSIN& AiJNOUNGSI.dElIT ; We sent you this report as it came to us from the office

of the Consumers' Counsel of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.

Each we bring you this official consumer report direct from the

Consumers' Counsel office in cooperation with the United States Department of

Agriculture, '

/) /' II
ii II
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This week's report from the Bureau of Home Economics of the Department

of Agriculture "brings tips on making wise selections at the white goods sales,

and information on stocking your linen closet with soujid values for the years

to come.

Presuming that the most important item in the consumer's linen closet

is the item of sheets, and that the first thing consumers want to know is just

what constitutes good quality in sheets, textile experts in the Bureau of Home

Economics say that sheet quality, like quality in lots of other things, is all

relative .

No dou"bt , of course, every'body wants sheets that will wear as long as

p^ossihle. Then we would all like them to protect the mattress, be comfortable

to sleep on and help make a good looking "bed. But we might not all agree on

which of these qualities is the most important to us. One family might prefer

looks , and another family might have to put the stress on long wear and take a

chance on appearance.
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The first step in determining which sheets are best for yo-j.r individual

purposes, advise the experts, is to ask the clerk to show an example of each

of the various classes of sheets — not brands, or sizes or anything like that.

When they said classes, they have in mind five general classifications:

3 maslins — a light, a medium, and a heavy weight muslin. Besides these, if

your clerk knows his sheet classes he will show you what he calls a percale

sheet, one with small even yarns very closely woven together and he will tell

you that the yarns have heen made of cotton comhed out so that they are very

smooth. And in tetween the light weight muslin and the percale he will "out

what he calls a "fine co^unt .
" You will see right away that there are net as

many threads in this sheet as in the percale hut it is not as heavy as the

m^fl-slin sheets.

Now you have them lined up together, you can decide for yourself which

class meets your needs. The specialists tell us that if we want beauty and a

smooth feel, we're likely to decide we're in the "percale" class. If your

sheets must stand a lot of wear, you will no douht prefer the heavy muslin.

And then there are the three "in-hetweens" for you to compromise on if you

are not an extremist either way.

Now you're ready to look for the detailed differences in quality "between

the various sheets within the class you choose. The textile exDerts admit that

it isn't possible for anyone to judge fabrics accurately .just by looking at

them. You must read the labels attached to the sheets. These should give you

definite facts a.bout the qualities of each one, so that you can com.pare them.

Of course, an ideal label doesn't an-oear on every sheet. But if it did,

the ideal sheet label would carry a great deal of information. First, of

course, it should have the brand name and the name and address of the manufac-

turer. And then it ought to go on and tell the breaking strength and the

number of threads the sheet has, both warp-wise and filling-wise.
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Third, the percentage of finishing materials in the fahric should he included.

Fourth, the ideal laoel would tell the weight in ounces per square yard. And

last, the label should tell the torn size of the sheet "before hemming and

whether it is a "first" or "second".

Now in case some of those technical terras are too heavy for you, here's

how the home economists translate them. First, there was the hreaking strength

of warp and filling. That means the nuraher of pounds that it takes to hreak

the fabric "by a certain method used in textile laboratories. Incidentally,

the warp threads run length-wise and the filling threads are the crosswise ones.

People particularly interested in sheets that will wear, usually huy

muslin sheets. Uncle Sam does, too — for use in Government hospital and other

institutions where they will get hard wear — and the Federal specifications

state that none will "be purchased having a "breaking strength of less than 10

pounds in the warp and in the filling. Notice that this is the minimum .

And the minimum thread co'ont called for in the Federal specifications

is 7^ threads in the warp and 65 in the filling. The minimum weight is ^.6

oijjices per square yard.

To "be sure that all listeners understand what the "thread co'unt" of a

sheet is, the official translation is that thread co^unt means the num"ber of

threads to the inch each way. A thread co^unt of 63 "by 72 means t'iie sheet was

woven with 6S threads to the inch lengthwise and 72 threads crosswise. The

first number always refers to the w.rrp or lengthwise threads. A "6U-square"

woijld mean there were 6U threads each way,

Now, as for the explanation of the requirement about finishing material

on an ideal lahel. Most people know this hy "sizing" "but when an excessive

amount is used, you will hear it called "loading. " Our official advisors say

that all these terms refer to the starch and other materials added to make the
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falDric look nice and smooth. This is all tight so long as only a little is

used. If the lahel reads ''pure finish," you can expect that the sheet will

carry a minimum amount of sizing. This is less than 2 percent. Often, good

sheets have less than 1 percent of sizing "but a poor quality sheet sometimes

carries sizing up to 3^ percent. And when you wash it, thirty percent of the

weight of your sheet you have paid for goes do\vn the drainpipe — so that's

why textile experts advise sheets that are labeled "pure finish."

The next piece of information that should "be on the la"bel, according to

our report from the Eureau of Home economics in the DeTDartment of Agriculture,

is the weight in ounces per square yard of fa"bric. That could very from 3 "to

5 ounces. As for the "best weight, that depends on your preferences. If the

sheets are too heavy, and too tightly woven, and too tightly twisted, the sheet

is likely to have a harsh texture and "be hard to launder. A light weight sheet

with a high co^jnt of fine smooth yarns may give your family satisfactory wear

and "be easy to launder. If the sheet is light weight "but has a low count , it

will wash easily "but "be sleazy. Besides, it will wrinkle easily and not wear

so long. Taking into consideration all the factors, including economy, a

medium-heavy muslin may often he the hest huy. When I say this, I am thinking

of your laundry method, too. If you do your laundry at home with a washing-

machine it doesn't matter so much whether the material is the easiest to launder.

But when you have your washing done hy the pound, light, high-count sheets are

more likely to "be economical.

The next thing mentioned for an ideal lahel was "torn size "before hemming.''

Whether they're ideal or not, labels almost always give the size "before hemming.

BijLt it's important to know in addition to the size, \vhether the unhemmed sheet

was torn or cut from the original holt of materials. If the sheet was torn,

it will always he straight of the goods. But if it was cut, it may surprise

you with its true shape after laiondering. You can tell whether the sheet is
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. t'orn ot cut "by examining the hem. If the stitching follows one thread the

whole way across, then it's OK, hut if it deto^JTs from one thread line, the

sheet was cut , so heware.

And the last thing that ought to he on the perfect lahel is the infor-

mation whether the sheet is a "first" or a "second." A "second" is the same

as an "irreg^alar " , and hoth terms refer to sheets that have noticeahle defects

in the yarn and the weave. If the defect is not a serious one, it might he a

hargain at a low price, hut examine irregulars thoroughly all over so you'll

know just what chances you're taking on durahility. The trick is to watch

out for unfamiliar hrand names, since some firms that make well-advertised

hrands of sheets sell their seconds under another hrand name.

Rememher, warns our report, that the ahove requirements are the ideal

lahel, and if the lahel on the sheet you're huying doesn't tell you those

things, ask the sales people. If the sales-oeople don't know, there are still

ways left open for ^'-ou. For instance, there is a simple test that shows up

extreme cases of sizing trouhle. All you do is ruh a piece of the material

hetween your fingers over something dark and notice whether any white powder

falls out. And you can hold the sheet to the light, and see whether the

spaces hetween the threads seem filled with starch. Holding the sheet to the

light is a good trick anyway, say the experts, to get an idea of the evenness

of the threads, and the nijjnher to the inch each way.

—ooOoo

—

CLOSING ANNOmCSMENT ; That ends today's CONSm'IER FACTS, which Station

hroadcasts each at in cooperation with the United States

Department of Agriculture.
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Today's consumer report is the third chapter in the story of cheese.

Twice "before we have had reports on this question of choosing among the various

cheeses for food -pleasure and nutrition.

Looking back over the first chapter, we had official information on

cheese in general, and how many different kinds of cheese experiences were

waiting for those consumers who liked to take advantage of the concentrated

food value of cheese, "but had not tried many kinds. The idea of these broad-

casts is to open doors to all the different kinds of cheese, or at least to

the main types consumers can "buy here in America. Last time our report divided,

cheeses into three classifications — the soft, the serai-hard, and the hard.

The cheeses our correspondents covered in that broadcast were the soft kinds of

cheese that we eat fresh — cottage cheese, and cream and Neufchatel; and the

mold-ripened soft ones — Camembert, Brie, etc. And then our report was on the

point of stepping over into the category of bacteria-ripened soft cheeses.

They include d'Isigny, Liederkranz, Liraburger, etc.
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Beginning today where ih^y left off last time, the experts say that

d'Isigny is not a French cheese at all, hut an example of Franco-nomenclature.

Sometimes} these d'Isigny cheeses are mistakenly laheled Brie, though they do

not have the characteristics of the French Brie cheese, which is a good deal

like Camemhert,

After saying what d'Isigny is not like, the cheese experts say it's hard

to say what it i_s_ like. That's hecaiise there are so many of it J The name

covers a multitude of varieties. You'll find hrands of d'Isigny on the market

made from eYerj grade of milk, from separator-skim to whole milk. And they'll

he in every form from the "K;osher" kinds that are eaten entirely fresh, to

hrands ripened to the point where they're almost like Limhurger; then again

there are d'Isignies much like Port du Salut. The cheese connoisseurs recom-

mend using cheese in this whole group — d'Isigny, Liederkranz and Lirahurger —

in a meal where they have to compete with other high- flavored foods which would

suhmerge a mere delicate flavored cheese entirely.

Liederkranz is really the private hrand of one factory in America and

is made hy a patented process. But it's hecome so famous that it's more or

less set a style of cheese making and hecome a type name. Official description

of the regij.lar original Liederkranz is that it's soft like Camerahert, very

completely ripened, and made in rectangular hlocks that weigh ahout h ounces.

It's apparently made of whole milk hecause it analyzes out at 25 percent fat

and 17 percent protein, and 55 percent water — just ahout half as fattening

as cream cheese. Comparing Liederkranz with Limhurger, Limhurger varies a good

deal, hut the average seems to have less moisture content and a little more fat

and more protein to the pound than Liederkranz,
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LimlDurger, say the experts, is a whole milk cheese, too, according to

the usual process "by which it is made. For those who have "been frightened

away from this cheese "by its odor, the technical people say that they have a

surprise coming, "because it tastes remarka'bly mild and delicate compared with

the way it smells. And as for the popular idea that a cheese with an odor

like Limhurger's must have "been made "by some insanitary process, experts

assure us the very opposite is true. Limhurger cheese is usually m.ade in small

factories that are clean as a whistle. Since small factories "buy milk from

only a feiv farmers, they can easily make sure of a clean milk supply.

According to our expert information, your rectangle of Lim'burger s"nould

"be symm.etrical , not lopsided or "bulgy, and the rind should net l^e cracked or

"broken. Then when you have opened your cheese, you should find a "body that is

uniform right through from the outside to the center. If the center is hard
^

and lighter colored, while the outside is soft and "buttery, that means the

cheese has not completely cured. The cheeses are shi"Dped from the factory

when they're eight or ten weeks old. But they have to "be treated very care-

fully hecause when they're through curing they must "be kept at that point and

further ripening checked. Cold storage has made it possihle to find Limhurger

in most markets the year around, Americans have a right to he proud of their

domestic Limhurger. Of course, it's named after the town of Limhurg in Belgium,

where it was originally made, hut we mxake it so well in America — particularly

inlMew York State and Wisconsin, that we import practically no Limhurger any

more at all.

That finishes the group of soft cheese ripened hy hacteria, leaving one

sometimes classed in that group and sometimes put in the next group of sem.i-hard

cheeses ripened hy hacteria. That cheese is Munster and it'll make a good
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transition cheese between the soft and the semi-hard. The only trouble is that

Munster is such a transitional cheese that the only way it can he described is

by saying that it is half-way between Limburger and Brick, in practically every

characteristic, including flavor.

Going on to Brick cheese, cur report says that the name has no relation

to its texture because by the time you get it there should be nothing brick-

like about that texture. But when it's first made and put on the curing shelf,

brick cheese is harsh and hard. But as it cures, the texture becomes mellow

and smooth. It may be the shape of the cheese that gives it its name — about

10 inches long by 5 inches \7ide by 8 inches deep. Or it may be the color of

the outside, which turns from whitish to reddish brown during the curing process,

v\fhich takes from four to six weeks. After the cheese has been on the shelves

for that long, it gets wrapped in waxed paper and boxed. As for telling good

Brick cheese, the experts say that you judge something by the shape. The sides

should be well squared up, not bulged. The texture should be mellow and smooth

without any holes and when you rub it between your fingers the experts say it

should break down like cold butter. And the color should be uniform, and of

course it should be not too salty, not too wet, or too dry.

As for flavor, the official way to describe the flavor is to say it

varies one way or another from a midway point between Limburger and American,

or Cheddar, as the experts call it. As a matter of fact, the only way the

experts have of describing the flavor of a cheese is by comparing it with

another cheese. You have to set certain points of known flavor and place your

cheese in relation to them.

Port Du Salut is a close relation of Brick and it might also be described

as a gentler cousin of Limburger. Originally Port du Salut was made by the

Trappist Monks in their monasteries in France. Then the Trappist Fathers in

Quebec started making it under the name of their community — Oka.
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But it's no longer a religious secret and we can get it in both countries from

factories indeToendent of any religious connection. It takes quite a special

method covering a"bout six weeks to make it well — very tricky. Cfficial tips

for recognizing a good piece of Port du Salut or Oka cheese apply only after

the f^heese has "been cut. The cut surface of Port du Salut is creamy in color,

and may or may not have small holes in it. It should 'he soft enough to spread

easily under pressure, "but not soft enough to lose its shape in handling.

The next group of cheeses is the whole category of semi-hard cheeses

ripened "by miold. Included in this grouD are Roquefort, Stilton, and G-orgon-

zola. But our report leaves those until some future time when our correspondent

promises to give us the fourth chapter in this story of cheese.

That's all Y\'e have tim.e for today hut we'll all he looking forward to

that next chapter.
^

—ooOoo—

•

CLOSING AMOUNCEMENT ; That's the end of today's CONSIBIER FACTS from the

United States Department of Agriculture which Station hroadcasts

each at , in cooperation with the United States

Department of Agriculture.
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"bulletin on consumer problems sent to us "by the Department of Agriculture.
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information in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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Today's report "brings answers to some of the recent consumer questions

that have come in to the Department of Agricu].ture. Our "bulletin answers

these questions with official information from experts in the Department.

First question is from a consumer in Wisconsin^ who wrote:

"I was sitting at the dinner table last night next to a sausage
manufacturer. He told me that of some hO sausage-making plants
in ray city, only three were government-insnect ed; that even the
local sausage plants of some of the large packers were not

government-inspected.

"

She went on to say:

"This certainly was a revelation to me, and afterwards I found
that the rest of the people were as much astonished as I."

She asked:

'

"Can you tell me how I can be sure when I am getting sausage
that has been government-inspected?"

According to our bulletin, that consumer heard the truth. Not all

sausage is Government-insrDected. The law is that all meat made in plants

which sell in int erstate commerce must be inspected by Federal meat inspectors,

There are two ways you can tell, says our report. One is by the round purple

inspection mark on the product. The other is an inspection legend on the label.
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Some States, our report tells us, have inspection laws of their own

that cover "olants that only sell in their own State. And some cities also

have local meat-inspection forces. We can find out whether your State or city

is protected that way Dy calling our local health department or writing to

our State Department of Agriculture.

The Federal meat inspection, of course, is a guarantee that the meat

that goes into the sausage is all good edihle meat. But it goes further than

that. For instance, if it contains cereal, vegetable starch, starchy vegetable

flour, dried milk, or dried skim milk, in amounts up to 3~l/2 "percent, it can

still "be called sausage, but it must bear the label "cereal added" or "dried

skim milk added", etc., to fit the facts. But if there is more than '}-l/2

percent of any of these substances, the -oroducts cannot be labeled as "sausage",

but mast be marked "imitation".

Water content, says our reDort , is another factor in sausage that is

checked on by Federal inspection. Cooked sausage can have water un to 10 per-

cent, but uncooked sausage can have only 3 "oercent. If it has more, again

it's to be called "imitation sausage". Our bulletin cautions, though, to

remember that these r^dles are only for sausage that's made in Government-

inspected factories. Another thing we want to keep clear on is that we've

only been talking about the specifications that apply to regular meat inspec-

tion, not quality grading.

Speaking of grading, official figures show that the biggest increase in

meat grading during 1935 over 193^ ^^-^ in sausage and ground meats. In October,

1935 > Government graders graded a third more meat than in October the year

before, and three quarter million pcunds more than the very month before —

S-eptember, 1935* To put it in figures, they graded almost 3C million pounds
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pounds of meat in October 1935* This increase has heen steady over the last

few years. In the first ten months of 1935 > ^62 million pounds were graded.

Even though this figure was not for a whole year, it was half again as much

as the whole year of 1931

•

The problem posed "by the next consumer letter is how to pick si ze of

pillow cases. The technical people in the Bureau of Home Economics give these

tips. The sizes you see in the store for pillow cases, like sheets, are size

"before hemming. So they say to measure the length of the pillow you want to

fit and add a few inches "•more to take care of the hem and the extra length

you need to get full coverage. Length is the smaller numher of the two you

see on the lahel. In the words of the experts, a U2 inch x 36 inch pillow

case would he 36 inches long before hemming. The would mean inches right

around the pillow front and "back. So to decide the width, measure your pillow

right around its circumference, and then add 2 inches for margin, "because if

your pillow is too snug a fit in its case, it doesn't make for such soft

sleeping, and besides, it wears out sooner. Sneaking of wearing out, another

tip from the Home Economics experts is to buy pillow cases made of tubing, so

that you can rip out the end and turn them so that the crease is in a different

place and the wear falls on a different part.

Here's a letter on bathtov^els

:

"With a large and vigorous family all trained to the daily shower
habit,

"

she writes,

"I find the bathtowel shelves of my linen closet represent a real
drain on the budget. Have you any help for a lady who started
something expensive when she instilled into her household that
cleanliness was next to godliness?"

1
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First tip from the Bureau of Home Economics in answer to this letter

is to fit the size to the Dur-pose, It takes a very "big toi-rel to please some

"bathers, "but if you draw the line as low as you can you save on original cost —

and on laundry costs, too, if you pay your laundry "bills "by thep-pound. . A 2h "by

Us towel is on the edge of the luxury size. Certainly anything "bigger than that

is a luxury. And the 22 by hh is big enough to keet) most people happy. The

Bureau suggests s-oecifically that you're actually doing children a favor when

you economize "by giving them the smaller sizes — the I6 "by 3- or the 18 "by 36

sizes.

The textile experts make a point too a"bout "borders . Take into consider-

ation the amo^unt of "border you're paying for. Sometimes the "border isn't made

of Terry cloth at all, and even though the outside measurements of the towel

are 2U "by hS, the "border may subtract several inches from its working length.

As to durability, they say you want to look over your towel carefully and see

if each loop in the pile is anchored securely in a good firm foundation fa'bric.

Then they speak of selvages too. They say you should look well to your

selvage to see if all the threads are "bound in. If you see any loose threads

al^^ng the edge you may have your dou"bts, because there's where those young and

vigorous bathers give towels their worst punishment.

The next letter is a timely question for the season of fruit center-

pieces:

"How can I get off the * bluest one' and other poisonous sprays on
grapes and apples I buy?"

this consumer asks;

"Water doesn't seem to dissolve them."
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According to our report, the Food and Drug Administration in guarding

the interstate shipments of fruit, works under a rule this year prohihiting

amounts of spray residue in excess of IS one-thousandths of a grain of lead

per pound of fnjit , and 1 one-hundredths of a grain of arsenic. That doesn't

cover fruit that's shipped within the State, hut most large commercial growers

and shippers do see to it that all the product can meet Federal inspection so

that it can he shipped to any market. The consumer is right, according to the

experts, in saying that water doesn't get the spray off. The growers or sellers

wash the fruit in a chemical hath to remove spray residue. There's no method

feasible for the average home consumer. The only thing a consumer can do to

keep from eating fruit with too much spray residue on it is to keep from buying

it in the first Dlace. One rule is not to huy fruit that has a generally dirty

appearance. Sometimes there are splashes of spray deposit showing, white or

bluish splotches as if the fruit had been dipped in muddy water and allowed to

dry.

But here's an important distinction for the consumer who is buying

grapes. Don't get this dirty or splotched appearance mixed up with the natural

"bloom" of grapes which gives them a waxy sort of surface. If you have ever

met up with the real thing in the way of suspicious dirtiness you wouldn't get

the two mixed up. And as for apples, a good tip from the fruit experts is

to peel the stem and the bloom ends, because that's where the spray would

stick if any stayed on.

That's all we have time for today.

—'OoOoo

—

CLOSING ANNOUNCEMENT ; That's the end of today's CONSIBIER FACTS from the

Department of Agriculture which Station broadcasts each

at in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture.

###
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This week's report from the Department of Agriculture "brings information

on ca"b"bage
,
which, according to our "bulletin, wins in winter. And what it's

winning is not the scorn and oppro"biura of other days, but popularity . Since

people have learned about diet and nutrition, they're getting more and more

respect for ca'b"bage. And why cab"bage wins in winter is that wintertime puts

a premium on the kind of food values ca"b'bage provides, and more ca'b"bage comes

to market this time of year than any other.

Of course, says our report, in many markets you can get almost all

vegetables the year round, but some are more plentiful, and therefore cheaper,

than others. According to the charts in the Consumers' Guide, ^uite a lot of

turnips are still coming to market now, though not in quite such big supplies

as they did in the Fall, and carrots are a dependable standby as usual.

Spinach is doing very nicely too, and so is kale, and also onions and snap

beans and cauliflower. Of course, none of these vegetables are likely to be

as cheap . While sabbage is always low priced, when it's at the top of its

supplies it's probably lowest in price.
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As for food value of cattage, continues our bulletin, cattage ranks

as a.n "excellent" source of Vitamin C, just as orange juice does. That's the

vitamin that the sicientists call "the tooth nutrition" vitamin. Vitamin C is

the one the nutrition specialists value cahbage for — chiefly, "because this

Vitamin C most often comes in foods that are likely to get crowded out of the

budget because of their expense. Another reason why nutritionists stress the

fact that cabbage has Vitamin C is because that's the vitamin that must be

supplied fresh every day. You can't lay up your Vitamin C against a rainy day.

But that's not the only claim cabbage has to a place on your menu.

It's also a good source of Vitamins B and G, and probably some kinds of cabbage

have Vitamin A as well. Vitamin B, remember, is the appetite vitamin, the one

that helps prevent our getting lackadaisical and touchy. And Vitamin G is the

one we've read about in connection with the prevention of pellagra, although

probably that is not all that Vitamin G does. Vitamin A is the one that wards-,

off certain types of infection.

How, explains our report, their reason for saying that some kinds of

cabbage may have Vitamin A is this: that in the round white solidly packed

late cabbage that we often get on the market, particularly in the fall, it is

pretty well established that there is no appreciable amount of Vitamin A.

But the scientists have found that there is a correlation between green-ness

and Vitamin A. It would be logical to suppose that the greener the cabbage

the more Vitamin A, judging by the example of lettuce. The studies of lettuce

they've made in the Bureau of Home Economics show that the outer dark green

leaves of lettuce are ^ to_ kO_ times as rich in Vitamin A as the inside white

leaves. Incidentally, our re^oort says that red cabbage, unlike green cabbage,

is no richer in Vitamin A than white cabbage. There's apparently no correlatio

between Vitamin A and red color — only green and yellow and orange are pointer

to Vitamin A.
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Since there are green sorts of cattage on the market, consumers could

keep that nutrition point in mind when they're Dicking out their cahhages.

Nowadays we start getting "new" cahhages from Florida. That's just the begin-

ning of a steady stream of the eafly green cabhage that keeps coming right

up to August*

According to our report, Vitamin G tAo seems to go up and down with

the green color, though not so far up and down as Vitamin A. Green lettuce

came out just about twice as high in Vitamin G as white lettuce. And the

color green seems to point to richness in iron content too.

Of course, our report goes on, you won't get quite the same values

if you cook cabbage. That's why our nutrition siDecialists are so urgent

about this matter of using vegetables raw. In cooking, most foods take a big

loss in Vitamins B, 0 and G. Besides that, their valuable mineral salts dis-

solve out into the water they're cooked in, and if you throw that water away

you're throwing away much of the mineral value for which you've so carefully

budgeted. Cabbage makes such good salads that it's a "natural" for eating raw.

But since we sometimes want to eat it cooked, here 're the Bureau of

Home Economics rules for cooking cabbage to "oreserve as many of its values

as possible. The first rule is no soda . Soda keeps the pretty green color

but it throws away good Vitamins B, C and G.

The next rule is, the shorter cooking the better. The third is the

less water the better. The Bureau recommends a dish they call "five-minute

cabbage", which is shredded cabbage cooked in just enough water to last the

five minutes, so that you have no mineral-rich water to pour off when you're

through.
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Going even farther and reccramending not using any water at all, the

Eureau suggests "panned cahbage". It seems you just shred the cahhage and

cook it in its own steam in a shallow pan under a cover without adding any

water, just until it's wilted a little. Then you add melted "butter or hacon

or salt-pork drippings, or mayhe a few "bits of crisp "bacon or salt pork.

In case ca'b'bage is getting too appetizing, our report skips ahead to

some statistics. The Bureau of Home Economics has records of an experiment

done on ca"b"bage to see how much Vitamin 3 was lost in cooking. It seems that

the first few minutes there was very little loss of "Vitamin C, "but at the end

of half an hour the vitamin potency was cut down "by almost half. Eut even

ca'b'bage cooked as long as 30 minutes is more than four times as potent in

Vitamin 0 as ca"b"Dage cooked an hour and a half. And at the end of two hours

there's hardly enough Vitamin C left to count.

As for selecting good ca'b'bage in the market, the experts say that

different rulds apply to picking out your "new" early green cahbage than apply

to other cablDages. Those pointed green ones can "be looser-leaves and not sc

firmly headed as the round solid late ones, which apparently should "be compact

and fairly heavy for their size. The defects to look out for are worm injury,

decay, yellowing of the leaves, and "burst heads. If these defects are "bad you

shouldn't "buy the ca'bhage, hut if they're slight you can trim out the "bad parts

and use the rest. Of course, yellow leaves may point to a ca"b"bage that's not

so good as it used to "be, or has "been injured in some way. It may give you

more waste t"nan you "bargain for. You want to look, too, to see whether some

of the outer leaves are not actually attached to the stem "but just holding

on to the cah"bage hy the folded leaves. That may mean cah'bage that's too

strong flavored and too coarse in texture when it's cooked. And the experts

say too that the soft or puffy head even though it's eatable is not the last

word in cabbage quality.
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Incidentally, the records of shipments show that we're eating more

cabDage than we used to. By 1929 '.^e were eating enough cathage to give us

a figure of hk thousand carloads shipped. That's just straight carloads of

cahhage and doesn't include truck shipments or the cabbages that were shipped

in carloads of mixed vegetables, which would add quite a bit to the fig-jire.

Since they figure a carload at about feU,OCO pounds, U^I.COC carloads would he

well over a "billion pounds. So that gave us about S pounds of cabbage apiece

for that yearj not counting the ones out of our own garden or the ones that

traveled by truck to local markets, or the ones in mixed carloads of vegetables.

During the depression, cabbage consumption went down, along with the

consumption of other green vegetables. It dropped six thousand carloads in

193'^ 5 then another 10 thousand in 1932, and three thousand more in 1933

»

c^jttting the shipments almost in half in four years. But the experts say

that cabhage has staged a comeback a little earlier than the more expensive

vegetables. In 193^ showed a jum.p of 10 thousand carloads over 1933

»

leaving our last fig^jire at a total of somewhat over 35 thousand carloads

including 12C0 carloads bought and given to people on relief.

That's the end of today's report.

—ooOoo

—

CLOSING AMOimCEMElIT ; We sent you this report as it came to us from the

Department of Agriculture. Each we bring you this official

cons^jLmer report direct from the United States Department of Agriculture.

#M.JULIIJL





AMIJOUMCEMENT : Constuners, this is your information time. Every

at Station "broadcasts Consiainer Ea-cts,th.e official

report to consiimers from the United States Department of Agriculture.

* * *

This week's report got its inspiration from a letter that came to the

attention .'of ovx Washington correspondent from a "busy woman ?/hcse work as a

field officer of the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau had taken her into many homes in

many com.mtunities. Here's what the letter said:

"Strange things are coming to pass in America. Thare is an under-
swell current of pwer gathering strength such as I ha,ve never seeri,

and even those who are not directly affiliated are "becoming m.cre

av^are of its pcssi'bili ti es .
"

I am reading the letter that gave our V/ashington correspondent the idea for our

report today. It goes on:

"I am referring to the Consumer Cooperative movement. I have "been

on the sidelines in various state, regional, and national m.eetin^s

lately — reprccenting some 1,SCC,C0C shareholders — and to say
that I am. trem.endoasly inpressed is saying very little of what I

feel.

"

That's the letter that started cur Washington correspondent off on a quest for

information about what is happening in the field of consumer cooperatives.

The first fact that came to light in this quest, according to our report,

was the magni tude of the sulDject, This consumer cooperative movement in the

one year of 193^ meant "business that amounted to 2C billion dollars. There

were 25i thousand separate societies, with at least IGO million members in the

world. That's just to give you an idea what you're up against when you start

in dealing with a subject like that.





But before we go any further, there's a question a good many of us

would like to ask to start off with; "What is a consuiriers' cooperative?"

The answer to that is not necessarily so sinrple, "because there are a

good many types of cooperatives, hut our correspondent gives us a definition

that holds good for all of them: 'A Consumers' Cooperative is a group of people

organized to supply themselves with goods and services. The members of the

group themselves put up the necessary capital, and the organization is rim

according to a certain set of fundamental principles.'

It is these principles, of course, that distinguish a cooperative from

a regular private business.

One main difference is that the size of a member's investment does not

give one mem.ber more control of the management than any other. Each member

of a cooperative has one vote, regardless of how much money he puts into the

enterprise.

Another difference is that the purpose and the effect of a consumers'

cooperative is to reduce the cost to the user of goods and services. While

the people v/ho invest the capital get a fixed rate of interest for the use of

their money, the profit does not go to the members as shareholders, but

goes in the form of 'patronage dividends' to members v/ho have bought goods

through the cooperative — and it goes to them in exact proportion to their

purchases.

In other words, it' s Just returning part of the purchase price to the

people who b-ay the goods. Some of us might want to ask at this point: "Why

not charge less for it in the first place?"
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Well, our correspondent' s answer is that some cooperatives do operate

on this 'cost-plus' "basis. But experience has shown that it's safer to charge

the prevailing local price cf the merchandise, partly to avoid price wars with

other stores, and partly to steer on the safe Side financially, to he sure to

have enough to cover running expenses and interest charges.

Another principle is to allov/ men and women to have equal rights as

memhers. Then there must "be regular and frequent meetings v/hen the meiihers

can discuss the association's business and offer suggestions for improvement.

Also, the account hooks cf cooperatives are open to all members and are audited

and checked at definite intervals.

These principles, according to our report, grew out of years of

experience all over the v/orld. But you might say they crystalli'2 ed out of the

original broad concepts on v/hich the Rochdale cooperative was founded.

I think the story of the beginning of the cooperative miovement is

v/orth stopping here a minute to tell.

It v/as back in ISkk that a group of 28 flannel v/eavers in the town

of Hochdale, in England, got together to free themselves from the difficulty

in v/hich they found them.selves. Working at the trade of producing flannel

they could not make their work supply them with sufficient of the necessities

and comif orts for good living. So they put their f ev/ shillings together and

started buying their food cooperatively and turning their savings back to

the purchasers at the end of the year. From t'hat little storq/grew a movem.ent

that last year was a billion dollar business in England alone, v/ith savings of

$125 million a year going back into the pockets of the members. In 193^ about

12 percent of the retail trade of Great Britain was carried on by cooperatives.
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The federated stores went on to creating their ov/n wholesale warehouse,

did their own importing, and v/ent on from there to manufacturing. They sell

in huge department stores that can conipete with any department stores anyr/here*

But of course, that' s England, Vife could go on giving impressive figures

a"bout other countries that have gone in for cooperation in a "big v/ay. In the

Scandianavian countries a tremendous proportion of the business done in the

country is done "by cooperatives, and you read m.arvelous tales of the standard

of living of the people.

But what about the situation here in iknerica?

Well, according to cur report, we have about 7 thousand consumers'

cooperatives here in this coimtry. That's one rather conservative estimate.

Some people put it up as high as IC thousand. Of these, about I5CC socie.tios-'

actually operate stores. According to my figures, they did a business of over

300 million dollars in 193^.

l\Iow those figures, though they don't sound so small, don't include

farmers' purchasing cooperatives, farmers purchasing cooperatives make up an

additional IICO associations. Then there are 6CC to SCO oil buying associations,

mostly among farmers. Then besides that there are about ^OC grouos of people

who -providG themselves housing, restaurant, bakery, m.ilk supply, insu.rance,

telo-ohone service, medical care, and other services.

Then credit unions would T^roperly com.e under the head of consumer

cooperatives too. After all, a credit union is a group of consumiers who want

to provide tneir own saving and credit facilities. They pool their savings

and d« their own lending. There were about 25Cr or 3CCC of these credit

unions in the country at the last count.





The depression seems to have "been responsihle for the "beginning of many

of these consinrxer cooperatives. It seems the depress ion forces cons-umers to

cast a"boiit for new ways of solving the prohlem of m.aking a small and apparently

inexpansi'ble incom.e cover their necessities.

That's always been the story with cooperatives. A good many grew up

in the yJest v/hen the pioneer farmers found that they were getting into de"bt.

They were receiving low prices for the produce they raised and paying high

prices for the goods they had to "buy for their farms and their familiesl

You know, a farm.er is a S'oecial kind of "business man: he has to "buy his

•oroducing m^aterials at retail and sell his product at wholesale.

That seems a pretty hack- side-"before v/ay of doing "business. So the

cooperative that helps him huy supplies at wholesale puts him hack into line

with the m.ethods of "business generally. This seems especially in'rportant

when yoiT. realize that a farmer usually spends a"bout a third of his income for

"business supplies. And also when you realize that even in a so-Cailed

prti5T)erous year like I929 the average farmer's income was only SlsUc. So ?/hen

a farmier can cut that expense it means a "big difference in the way his famdly

can live. That' s why farmers are willing to cooperate on even the smallest

"beginnings. Sometim.es a fev/ of them start "by getting together and ordering

a carlot of fertilizer cooperatively, A good m.any farm cooperatives whose main

job is to sell their members' products also buy for their members. For instance

the mem.bers of the Washington Egg and Poultry Association of Seattle bought

m.ore than 5 million dollars' worth of feed in 193^. Sometimes it happens that

this incidental purchasing is so successful that the cooperative becomies m.ore

of a consumers' than a producers' cooperative and as such grov/s to a great

business that handles and warehouses all the supplies needed by farmi families

at home as well as in production.
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Once getting started cn the story of cooperatives in farmers' lives

makes it hard to stop. So v/e are getting to the end of our tine without "being

ahle to make a "beginning of the story of the other kinds of cooperatives — the

kinds that city consumers have organized. IText week we'll go into that part

of this fascinating picture of Consumers* Ccoperativesi

* * * *

iU^BTOlJNTCTMETT : That is the end r^f this week's consiomer report from the United

States Department of Agricol ture. Each ^ at Station

hroadcasts this official consumer report from, the United Sts-tes De-oartm.cnt of

Agriculture,
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A^'HTOUNCEr.-MT: Here it is Consumer Time again. Every at

Station oroadcasts Consumer Fs-cts, tlie official report to

consumers from, the United States Depa.rtment of Agriculture,

ooOoo

Today's report goes on with last week's story of Consiimer Cooperatives.

You remem.her our correspondent first of all told us just exactly what a con-

sumer cooperative is: 'a group of people organized to supply them.selves with

goods and services.' The miem.'bers of the group put up the necessary capital and

the organization is run according to a set of principles which first took formi

in the founding of the Hochdale cooperative in England ninety years ago.

One principle . that distinguishes consumer cooperatives from, regular

businesses is that a "bigger investment does not give one member more control

of the managem.ent than any other, Eacli member of a cooperative has one vote,

regardless of how much m.oney he puts into the enterprise.

Another principle is that the purpose and the effect of the consumer'

s

cooperative is to reduce the cost to the user of goods and services. "^Thile

the "oeople who invest the capital get a fixed rate of interest for the use

of their m.oney, the profit does not go to the m.embers as shareholders, but

goes in the form of 'patronage dividends' to mem.bers who have bought goods

tlirough the cooperative — and it goes to themi in exact proportion to their

purchases. Then again, men and womien have equal rights as members: there are

regular and frequent meetings when members can discuss the association's

business, and also the account books of cooperatives are open to all memibers

and arc audited and checked at definite intervals.
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These are the principles on which was "based the movement that now does

such a ti'emendous proportion of the husiness of many countries and has raised

the standard of living of millions of people.

Here in America, as we told you last week, we have "between 7 and 10

thousand consumers' cooperatives, ahout 15OO of them operating stores, not

counting fanners' purchasing cooperatives which help a farmer to buy the

materials for conducting his "business at more nearly the same rate at F/hich

he soils the product. Besides that there are 6OO to SCO oil "buying associations,

mostly among farmers, and a"bout PCO groups of people w"no provide themselves

housing, restaurant, 'bakery, milk sup-oly, insurance, telephone service, medical

care, and so on. Then come the 25OO to 3000 credit unions, v/hich are groups

of consumers who pool their savings and provide their own facilities for

"borrowing and saving.

Last week v/e talked a good deal a"bout the farmers' purcha,sing cooperatives

which have for a long tim.e in this country meant to many rural people the

difference between a reasona"ble standard of living and a life without the

hare possi"bility of comfort.

This v/eek out correspondent in ^Jashin-^'ton goes on with other sides of

the cooperative story.

Different kinds of cooperatives get their start in dozens of different

ways. One cooperative company in Illinois, for instance, grew out of the

protest of a few women against an increase in the price of milk. They decided

to buy milk directly from the farmers and distribute it among themselves at

the old price. After a few months, they found that they had a profit on hand,

and decided to bring others into their group and organize a cooperative store.
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Usually cooperatives, according to our report, have "been organized "by

people with very low incomes who had to make their money go farther than it

would in the reg^alar v/ay» People better off don' t care so mucn for the idea in

this country, "because it doesn't seem worth the trou"ble.

One exception to that rule is the group of v/hite collar and professional

'ooople in ITev/ York with eleven cooperative cafeterias, a "bake shop, an apartm^ent

house, and a surolus of $100,000 according to our report.

Our correspondent says that the newest "branch of the cooperative family

is the gas and oil co-op. They've sprung up like the proverhial mushroom in

the last ten years, "because gas and oil have "become necessities and the chance

for saving in that field is proportionately high. In fact, the greatest num"ber

of cooperatives formed in recent years, and the greatest cooperative savings,

have heen in the field of gasoline and oil distri"bution. According to our

report, in one middle western state in 193^ there was only one coiipany selling

more gasoline and oil tlian the wholesale cooperative of that region.

One reason the cooperative can save money for its members, our report

explains, is "because it has a ready-made market and doesn't have to use

expensive methods to get business. Its job is to supply what the member

consumers want, so it doesn't have to use high pressure salesmanship to make

the consum.ers v/ant the things it has to sell. It doesn't have to use any

unnecessary frills in packaging or displaying or advertising. And an established

practice is to sell strictly for cash,

A very important principle of cooperation is to try to cut down costs

of distribution by bringing goods as directly as possible from the producers

to themselves, the ultim.ate consumers. Proper cooperatives never bargain for
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low -orices "based on insufficient returns to the original producers or bad

la.bor conditions. Their aim is to cut unnecessary costs of distribution while

taking all possible precautions to see that the producer and the worker get

their full share.

And as far as quality goes, our report points out tiiat it is to the

cooperative's interest to get the best possible quality, because it has only

itself to hurt if it tries to pass off anything else. Most cooperatives work

very hard on this point. They usually handle brands of tested quality, or

contract for good merchandise to be packed under their own special labels.

It' s difficult for our correspondent to make generalizations about how

much can be saved by a consumer cooperative for its members. Just as in any

business, a lot depends on its management. Som.e have higher costs of doing

business than others, so they can' t pass out a^nuch in patronage dividends,

1/^0 st of them, use part of their earnings for reserve funds to carry the

cooperative when tim.es are bad. A few use some of the rest of their savings

for new services. One milk cooperative, for instance, carried on a nutrition

clinic to care for the undernousished children of its customxers and furnished

thousands of quarts of milk free to families which could not afford to buy the

necessary amount. And som.e cooperatives enlarge their services by using

their earnings to provide hospital service or insurance for miembers. That'

s

actually just using the dividends to extend the cooperative service. Instead

of raising money for a separate insurance cooperative, the original capital

or operating expenses miay be supplied out of savings from other forms of

cooperation.
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An entirely different form of cooperative, cur correspondent goes on to

describee, is the self-help society in which unemployed v/orkers exchange their

services and skills amon^ themselves or "barter their lator for food or other

products from people outside the groups, Ahout a year ago, the figures showed

that 175 these self-help cooperatives were operating with the help of

Federal funds, and prohahly about the same nunDer were getting along without

any help from the G-overnr.ent.

In case any of us might get the idea of starting a consumers' co-op-

erative, our correspondent emphasizes the m.ost important first step. That is

to get all the information possible on v/hich to face the possibilities real-

istically. Apparently cooperative experts are inclined to be very solemn with

prospective cooperators about the pitfalls and the dangers that beset the path

of a beginner. The only chance you have to escape those hazards is to know

exactly what they are.

The G-overnment publishes literature to serve consi^mers who are tliinking

of starting cooperatives. The Farm Credit Administration has help for those
of you v;ho want to start credit unions, and for fanners who want to organize
into cooperatives. Then consumers vvho want to knov/ the principles of regular
consumers' cooperatives, can write to the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the

I)epartm.ent of Labor and ask for information. Also the sam^e Bureau has pub-
lications on cooperative housing ventures and on gasoline and oil cooperatives.
Then in case you v/ant to look over the v/hole field of inf onnation for consumers,
there' s a list of the literature that these agencies and others sijpply about
consumer cooperatives. That list is published by the Consumers' Counsel,
Agricultural Adjustr.ent Admiini strati on, Washington, D, C. Just ask for a

bibliography called "Sources of Inform.ation Regarding Cooperatives."

Don't forget. The Farm Credit Administration has help for those who
are thinking of starting credit unions, and for farmxcrs who want to organize
into cooperatives. Then the Bureau of Labor Statistics for regular consumer
cooperative information, including housing and gas and oil cooperatives. And
to know the publications in the field v/rite to Consumers' Counsel, Agricultural
Adjustm.ent Administration, Wa,shj.ngton, D, C, and ask for the list called
"Sources of Infonnation Hegarding Cooperatives."

A2T^T0IHCEI.^I[NT: That's all of our consum.er report for today. Each
at Station broadcasts this official report to

consumers in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture,
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Today's report takes up the subject of 'Prunes to Prune the Budget'.

Our consumer's correspondent in Washington admits that pr^unes may "be an

unpopular subject to those people who are not exactly voluntary prune consumers,

but reminds us that whenever our pity for these unfortunates gets u§ down we

can comfort ourselves with the thought of the great food value these involun-

tary prune consumers are getting. For pr^unes are good for us whether we like

them or not, and in these months when fruit ms.kes a big dent in the food budget,

that means a lot to a good many of us. Our report quotes the nutrition spec-

ialists in the Bureau of Home Economics as saying that the prijine ' s high sugar

content provides quick energy, and that its iron helns make good red blood,

and that the prune has other body-building minerals too. Besides that, prunes

rate as an 'excellent' source of Vitamin A, the vitamin that helps in warding

off the kind of infections that are particularly prevalent this time of year.

Then there's Vitamin G, ready to do its part in keeping up general health.

And also the 'appetite vitamin'. Vitamin B.

All those recommendations ought to make even the youngest consumers

more willing. But as a m.atter of fact, I don't think home-makers usually have

much trouble in persuading their customers to tackle a bowl of big puffy prunes,





especially if they've l^een cooked with a tantalizing tang of lemon peel.

Prune whip is another dish that makes prune consumers of us all.

Speaking of prune whip, we've got news ahout how prune whip is likely

to he easier to make in the future. That's on account of a new product called

'prune granules', for making quick and simple desserts. But that's getting

ahead of our story* The reason for all these new prune products is the

Triple-A 'diversion program'. And the reason for that program goes way "back

into prune growing history.

You know, this "business of providing prunes for the puhlic has its

hazards and pitfalls for the prune grower, at least in an economic way. The

dangers come "both in the orchard and in the market.

The first difficulty is the length of time it takes to get started.

You have to take care of prune trees for I3 years hefore they reach full pro-

duction. The first six years they don't give you any return at all for your

work and money. And even after the trees get to hearing, it takes ahout 85

trees to hear a ton of dried prunes a year. Then you begin to face each year's

weather hazard. That hegins in the early spring, when a late freeze may spoil

the crop hefore it's really started. Then if the sun's too hot as the season

goes along, the prunes may get sunburn. But the worst danger is insect

damage, and from rainy weather when the fruit is in the drying trays. Of

course you can get around that if you want to invest in dehydrators which do

the joh in a day, rain or shine. The northwestern prune growers have to.

But in California prohahly more than half the crop still takes its chances

with the sun.

And when all that danger is safely passed, then come the market hazards.

One market hazard is connected with the weather: the size of the crop, which

has always fluctuated way up and way down unpredictably. But that's not the
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only unpredictal)le element. Volume of export has "been getting even more uncer-

tain in the last years. It depends on international relations, quotas, tariffs,

and foreign consumers' purchasing power.

Those are Just the regular hazards of marketing. But there's another

one. Most growers who depend on prunes for their main income for the year

can't afford to hold their crop until the right price comes around. They mast

dump the whole crop on the market just at the time when it is overloaded, and

the result is they .my not get enough for the prunes to pay them for their work.

You can gather what a hazard the whole "business of marketing means when

I read our correspondent's statement that the income prune growers have "been

getting for the UCO million pounds or so of prunes they've been producing in

the last few years has varied from the all-time high of 22 million dollars to

as low as 9 million dollars.

Before the war, pr^jjie growers used to get cents a pound for the

dried frj.it. That was enough to keep them in "business then, "because the things

they had to "buy were cheap enough so that they could manage. But since the war

it's "been a different story. For fifteen years they've not "been a"ble to get a

per-pound price that wcold "buy as much as that pre-war ^-l/2 cents did. Even

in 1929 when they got over 7 cents a pound for their pranes, it wasn't enough

to keep up with the price of the goods they had to "buy. And you can imagine

what happened the next year when their price dropped to an average of a"bout

2-1/ 2 cents a pound.

According to our story, the prune growers have "been trying for a long

time to work together under various plans to overcome these ups and downs in

price. Their last attempt at a vol"untary program was in 193^ when they raised

their price from a low of I-I/2 cents a pound to an average of 3 cents. But

"because not all the growers were working together on this program, the leaders
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of the industry, representing over four-fifths of the growers, came to the

AAA and asked for a program to give their market some stability.

The AAA agreement that was then dra',7n up in 193^ provided for 2S per

cent of the standard prunes to go into a reserve pool which could only he sold

after the "balance of the crop had gone to market. Besides that, all sub -

standard prunes go to a Control Board that finds outlets for the prunes as

"by-products.

Mayhe we'd "better stop here and draw the line "between standard and

substandard prunes. According to our report, standards are the kind consumers

usually huy. They're "both edihle and handsome. Su"b standards can't meet the

"beauty requirements of standards — they're not shapely enough, or have heen

injured. If they're actually inedi'ble, they go into the lowest substandard

class — the culls — and then they're usually used to make alcohol or for feed

for animals.

And now for the results of the Triple-A marketing agreement: The pro-

gram maintained the price at the relatively high level growers had secured the

year before. This happened because all the supply either went to market or

remained with the Control Board. And the Board sold 12 thousand tons of

standard prunes to the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation to distribute to

needy families. The other 3I thousand tons of standards they fed out gradually

through the regular trade channels so as not to disturb the price. And the net

result was that in 193^» near as we can figure it, consumers ate 13^ thou-

sand tons of pnones, compared with an average of about ICQ thousand tons in

the years I925 to I929. One hundred thirty thousand tons makes 260 million

pounds — a good many prunes to eat in one year.
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Now we come to the suId standard prunes: They had about 10 thousand/of

them left on their hands at the time of the 1935 harvest, and they were a

problem when that harvest of 280 thousand tons came along. The job was to

find a way of disposing of them that would not depress the market for standard ,

prunes. So that's how the plan came about of organizing the Pacific Prune

Products Corporation to buy them and other substandard prunes and sell them

to firms interested in promoting new types of prune products.

The funds for this program come from a special appropriation equal to

30 per cent of all duties on imports, which the last Congress authorized the

Secretary of Agriculture to spend for the removal of price-depressing farm

surpluses. The plan behind diversion is to guarantee that only high grade

prunes go to consumers in ordinary forms and to stimulate consumer demand for

prijiies in those and other forms, and so expand the market for bigger crops

of prunes in this country.

That brings us round to our 'prune granules'. They're very dry, yellow

pieces of prune pulp, about the size of rice and something like popcorn in

shape. You soak them a few minutes in water and they're all ready to go into

any recipe that strikes your fancy. Another new product may be called 'prune

nuts'. It's a delicacy discovered by the researchers at the University of

California. It tastes like prunes and looks like grapenuts and apparently the

idea is to serve it for breakfast with milk and cream just as you do grapenuts.

Another help is a new lining for cans that makes it possible to can
special prune desserts such as prij.ne in wine. Up to now, "orune Juice had to be
packed in glass jars which made it more expensive and the new cans will help to

make prune juice more popular. Other ideas they're talking about are 'prune
butter' such as they serve in Germanv, and even 'Slivovitz' which is a sort of
pnone brandy they make in Jugoslavia. I understand our American manufacturers
are experimenting with liqueurs made from prunes. That's all we have time to

tell you today about prunes, as our time's just about up.

--00O00

—

CLOSING ANNOUNCMBI^ : So much for Consumer Pacts, our weekly report to con-
sumers which Station brings you each at in cooperation
with the United States Department of Agriculture,
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Today those consumers who've "been kee-oing un with the continued story

of cheese may Dre-oare to hear the next instalment — Chapter Four.

You'll rememher we started this "business of looking for new cheese

experiences "by learning that all cheese is classified into three categories --

soft, semi-soft, and hard. We started with the soft cheese that's eaten

fresh — cream cheese, Neufchatel, and cottage cheese. Then came the ripened

soft cheeses — Camem'Dert and Brie, and Limburger and Liederkranz.

That "brought us up to the semi-hard group, where our Washington corres-

pondent went technical on us again and separated the semi-hard cheeses into

two types according to the way they're ripened. The hacteria-ripened ones

were 'Brick' and Munster, Today we're going to learn about the ones ripened

by mold — Roquefort, Gorgonzola and Stilton.

I expect the first question most of us would want to ask is, 'What

makes Roquefort cheese so definitely Roquefort 7

'
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The answer of the experts in the Bureau of Dairy Industry in the

Department of Agriculture is that it's prohahly the marhl ing of green mold

that makes consumers recognize a piece of Roauefort cheese. That green or

Dlue-green veining is technically knomi as 'Penicillium Roqueforti', "but

Roquefort is not the only cheese that has it. All three of the cheeses we're

due to talk about today have it — Roquefort, Gorgonzola, and Stilton.

That 'penicilliim Roqueforti' is what gives the Roquefort taste to all

three mold-riDened cheese but it comes to its most tj'pical form in Roquefort.

Any cheese, according to the experts, is the product of its environment.

That is, atmospheric conditions play a tremendous part in the kind of cheese

it turns out to be. Roquefort especially seems to be -"hat it is today because

of the special atmosphere in which it is ripened. It seems the factories that

make the real French Roquefort send it to the toTO of Roquefort in Southern

France where it's ripened in the caves that gave the business a natural start.

Originally these caves were made by nature way back inside a cliff where there

was a deep narrow crack leading up to the land above. The air as it came do^vn

through this crack passed over wet dripping rocks all the way. This cold damp

current of air was continuous and ke"ot the temperature of the caves about U5

degrees with exactly the right humidity to ripen the cheeses without shrinking

them too much.

Of course the business grew bigger than the natural caves could hold.

So they dug big cellars, some of them ^ or 6 floors deep, and connected them

with the original caves by tunnels so that this same current of air reaches

the cellars and ripens all the cheese as well. This ripening business takes

from 4 to 6 months.
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Of course with our modern methods of refrigeration and controlled

humidity we can imitate nature and get the same results. But in the case of

Roquefort cheese there's still another difficulty; the original is made of

sheep'

s

milk. That makes it hard to duplicate, for the supply of sheep's milk

is rather limited. Even in France, on that account, they tried substituting

cow's milk and goat's milk. But the quality of the product didn't come up to

the original, and the French courts ruled that only sheep's milk cheese was

entitled to the name Roquefort in France.

Here in America, though, the Department of Agriculture developed a method

of making a very good Roquefort out of cow's milk. At least, it's perfectly

satisfactory for people who want the ohvious general flavor of Roquefort and

use it mixed with other foods.

Speaking of the obvious taste characteristics of Roquefort, even the

experts haven't found any better description than a 'strong cheesey odor and

taste'. But they say, too, it has a 'peppery or burning' quality, and that's

the combination that sets the cheese apart. And I think you could add that

part of the characteristic taste is the saltiness . And apparently that salti-

ness is a natural result of the fact that they use enough salt in making

Roquefort to get a finished product that's about h per cent salt, or a little

more.

Speaking of the constituents of cheese, our correspondent tells us

^

Roquefort compares fairly closely to American cheddar, our regular American

'store cheese'. Roquefort is a little over one fifth protein and one third

fat. American cheddar is a bit more in both cases — about one quarter protein

and a little over one third fat, while the water content of Roquefort is

somewhat higher . That seems to indicate that Roquefort is a little less

concentrated than American cheddar, which all goes to prove again that you

can't judge concentration of food value by concentration of flavor.
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And now about selecting a good piece of Roquefort. The cheese comes

in a size alDout 7-l/^ inches in diameter and 3"l/^ inches thick, hut I guess

most of us get these tinfoil wrapped pie-shaped sections of that cheese.

In any case, it's scraped and wraiDDed in tinfoil before it goes to market and

kept in a refrigerator all the time, so there's no definite rind on Roquefort.

If you do happen to "be able to see the inside of the cheese before you buy it,

you should see open spaces lined with green mold. The texture is firm, but it

is brittle or crumbly rather than tough or waxy .

The wise consumer, of course, will follow the example of the shop where

you buy the cheese, and keep it in a refrigerator. The experts say you should

keep it well wrapped and covered and in a cool place if you want it to keep

well.

That brings us round to Gorgonzola. Gorgonzola is manufactured all over

Italy and sent to cool valleys in the Alps for ripening. It's made of whole

cow's milk, and uses a different method of manufacture from that of Roquefort.

I guess most regular Gorgonzola eaters have noticed that sometimes it's

as good as Roquefort and sometimes it's quite different and not so good. And

that's true: Gorgonzola does vary a lot. Sometimes the texture is crumbly

and the mold is well distributed just as it is in Roquefort and sometimes it's

waxy instead. The crumbly texture seems to go with the good Roquefort flavor

and the waxy texture with an entirely different flavor. So the upshot of it is

that Gorgonzola at its best is nearly equal to Roquefort but it's not all that

good.

We import a good deal of Gorgonzola for our Italian trade, but not nearly

as much as of Roquefort, In England it's the other way around. It seems a

little strange that England would need either one, because it has its own
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Stilton cheese, which is a sister to G-orgonzola and Roquefort. Stilton is

like them in flavor and also in the fact that the green Roquefort mold plays

a "big part in ripening it. Another way it's like G-orgonzola is the unevenness

of its quality. At its Dest, the experts say, it's very attractive in texture

and flavor but a good deal of it is not as good as that.

We don't make any Stilton in this country. It's quite a tricky cheese

to make. The English seem to have taken advantage of the natural humidity of

their climate which our dairy sections haven't got. In order to make these

conditions artifically we'd have to learn the fundamental principles "behind

the process and apparently no"body in this country has done that. I understand

they make Stilton at least on a small scale in Canada, But I gather that our

cheese makers in this country feel that if they're going to go in for any

green mold cheese, Roquefort made with cow's milk answers the purDose "best.

That brings us up to the category of 'hard cheeses' which include some

of our most familiar standhys. Our correspondent saves those for the next

chapter of the cheese story, and takes time today to answer a question that

came in in response to last week's discussion of prunes .

This consumer asks how to select prunes on the market. Our corres-

Dondent's answer is, first of all, to look on the la'bel, as in "buying other

things. If you see the words 'water added' that means the prunes are good

for eating raw, "but if you're going to cook them anyway it's cheaper to "buy

the dry fruit. The smaller the prunes the cheaper price per pound, "but

remem"ber that small prunes have more seed in proportion to pulp so you may

not actually he saving money by buying small prunes at a low price per pound.

This is how the sizes go: If you see U0/50 on the end of a box that means
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a pound contains from kO to 50 prunes. The smaller the number, the larger

the prune, you see. "Large" means that kO or less weigh a pound; "medium"

takes in up to bO to the pound; "small" means no more than 9C to the pound;

and "very small" means just what it says. Another thing — Oregon prunes

usually cost less than the same size of Californias, hut if you like them

very sweet you'll either have to add sugar to the Oregons or "buy Californias.

—ooOoo

—

CLOSING ANNOUITCEDENT ; That's all of our Consumer Facts for today. Each

at this time we hring you this official consumer report in cooper-

ation with the United States Department of Agriculture.

ifirWWtr
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Cons'ijjners , this is your official time. Each
,

Station

"brings you Consumer Facts, the -weekly service from Washington to

consumers. We "bring you this report each week at this time in cooperation with

the United States Department of Agriculture.

Today our Washington correspondent has "been particularly helpful in a

timely way with some pointers on recognizing and avoiding waste in fruits and

vegeta"bles. It's to the advantage of the consumer to keep posted "because while

some kinds of defects cut into the value of the food, there are other "blemishes

that just reduce the price.

Last year, the Department of Agriculture wanted to get some accurate idea

of these losses, so they made a survey in Knoxville, Tennessee. Investigators

kept track of all the produce that arrived in Knoxville, checked on where it

went, how long it stayed in the hands of wholesalers, johhers and grocers, and

watched what happened to it from the time it arrived until it was eaten.

Every day these C-overnment men examined the spoiled stuff to see what

the trou"ble was, and some of the wholesalers and di stri'outors kept records too.

In other places the people doing the survey counted the losses when the produce

was "being received or when they were sorting out the "bad -oieces. That part of

the survey s'nowed the waste hefore the consu;ner got hold of the produce. The

results were interesting "because they showed "oroper care would have avoided

nearly all the waste, since less waste was reported on the highly perishahle

foods than on the kinds like ca"b"bage and onions that store very well.

— ooOoo

—
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According to the G-overnment experts', the little organisms that do the

damage to fruits and vegetables are lying in wait for them from the time they

leave the field till they get to the tahle. Different kinds of organisms

attack at different points of the journey. And careless handling just lays

the food open to these infections.

To get the end of the story of the life of the fruits and vegetables

that went to Khoxville, these Ga?" ernment workers had the help of Khoxville

housewives. The women kept records of their purchases and of their losses.

They were given two charts — one with descriptions of the diseases that damage

fruits and vegetables, and another to hang in the kitchen for recording the

spoilage they discovered. With the help of the G-overnment experts they diag-

nosed the trouble everj^- time they had any waste. ¥hen the experts had all the

records they knew just what percentage of the total amo^ont bought of each fruit

and vegetable went to waste and what caused the waste.

The biggest percentage of waste went with strawberries. The figures

showed that an average of one out of each six strawberries went bad. That's

not such a surprise because we all expect a certain amount of waste with perish-

able berries, but the second-highest waster is an unexpected item: sweet

potatoes . One pound of sweet potatoes in every eight pounds spoiled in the

pantry. Hext came lettuce, along with onions and oranges — all three of them

showed the same amount of waste — one tenth. Then came Irish potatoes — one

in every 12 going bad. Then celery, tomatoes, and peppers in the same class,

with one in every fourteen wasted. G-rapefruit was next, with tangerines after,

and lemons and apples following close behind. Bananas and beans showed less

waste still — about one in 33 lost from spoilage. Only about one in every

hundred pods of peas failed to make the grade to the table, and when you get

down to canteloupes and egg-plant there was very little waste — only one in 200
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spoiled* Carrots scored highest of all for keeping quality. To judge "by this
r

test you can count on losing only one carrot in 5» OCO .

Now starting with the "biggest wasters, our correspondent gives us the

"benefit of what these Knoxville women learned a"bout each fruit and vegetable

to help her tell the difference "between potential waste and mere surface

defects that cut the price "but not the value.

As to "berries, our report admits they're all mighiy perisha"ble. The same

rales apply in each case — to st raw"berries , huckle"berries , hlue'berries and so

on. The overripe ones will look dull and soft. If you see stains on the "boxes

you want to look out for leaky "berries which mean waste. Also watch out for

mold on "berries. And the experts advise pouring out the "box in the hands to he

sure the "berries on top don't give a false impression. But you all know that

one.

Now as to the unexpectedly high sweet--ootato waste — it's apparently

due to the fact that even a small spot of decay flavors a sweet potato all the

way through. You can't just cut out the spot as you can with an Irish potato.

If you see a damp spot that may meanfreezing or it may mean contact with spoiled

potatoes in the same package. But on the other hand those small dark clay-

colored spots that you often see on sweet potatoes don't do them any harm.

They're exam.ples of the skin-deep kind of defects.

The lettuce trou"bles in Knoxville, according to the housewives' diagnoses,

were m.ainly due to v/hat they call 'loss of moisture' and 'tip hurn'. If your

lettuce is sprightly when you ""buy it I reckon you can avoid loss of moisture

hy keeping it covered in the refrigerator in a way that keeps the moisture in.

As for 'tip hurn', it shows in "brown areas on the edge of the lettuce leaves

which usually indicate that there are more spots inside the head.. Don't confuse

that with the harmless reddish color the lettuce takes on where it's cut or
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"bruised — that's not a sign of decay "but just a natural change in the juice

of the lettuce. Bruised, ragged or wilted leaves can he cut away and the

inside part may still give you enoug'n salad for your money.

As to onions, our correspondent makes a guess that mayhe the people who

let onions give them as high a percentage of waste as in lettuce don't realize

that onions should he kept in a dry place. They don't need to he kept cold —

in fact, one of the common reasons for loss is freezing. As a matter of fact,

onions can often he stored in the attic until you use up a fifty-pound hag of

them. If the onions look damp in the store, don't huy them. Also if the neck

of the onion looks coarse, or prominent or hollow, it may mean a woody core.

But if the onion is merely 'stained' or 'siunhurned' there is very little loss

and they may he a good huy for the price.

When as many as one orange in ten goes had, you can he pretty sure that

'hlue rot' has something to do with it. The Knoxville study found one instance

where 5OO hushels of oranges out of a shipment of 60C were lost hecause of hlue

mold. The oranges were carelessly unloaded with a shovel, and the injuries made

a foot-hold for the rot. And you know that even a small spot on an orange or

grapefruit can ruin the taste of the whole fr^ait.

The thing to watch for is a soft spot. If it's watery, it may he hlue

mold, and that's the worst enemy of all citrus fruits.

Limes and lemons and tangerines and grapefruit are suhject to the same

diseases as oranges. Lemons suffer from disease called 'hrown rot' too. It

looks like a greasy scald spot at first and then turns hrown and is covered hy

a cohwehhy growth. And limes sometimes show the purple or hrown s-Dots that mean

scald. They don't look so pretty hut actually scald doesn't usually hurt any-

thing hut the price.
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Potatoes showed the next highest waste in the Knoxville survey. Accord-

ing to the housewives who made the record, that was due to a long string of

potato ailments: blackheart , hollow heart, freezing injury, tuher rots, and

scah. Of course we all know what "black heart and hollow heart are, hut we can't

see either of those troubles from the outside. That's a case where our corres-

pondent's suggestion of "buying in a large quantity and cutting open a sraaple or

two would help. The same often goes for freezing injury, too. But you can

find rots by looking for soft, moist or discolored places on the potato. Also,

it's a good idea to look out for potatoes of irregular shape with knobs or deep

growth cracks, which at best cause waste in preparation. And cuts and bruises

of course are v\rarning signs of possible infection on potatoes the same as on

other creatures. But this item called 'scab' can go down on your list of

damages that don't cause much v.aste; it makes rough corky elevations or pits

on the surface which you can easily cut off when you peel the potatoes.

Thennext came tomatoes and -oeDpers and celery with a loss of 7 percent
in the Knoxville survey. . . Tomatoes seem to be subject to rot when their
skins are broken and you can see for yourself what the chances are if you look
carefully before you buy. But there are two defects that spoil the sales appeal
of tomatoes without hurting them. They're 'growth cracks' and a disfigurement
called ' catface ' . 'Catface' is a pucker at the blossom end. Growth cracks
usually radiate from the stem end, or form concentric half moons around it.

Either of these conditions may lower prices, and the same thing happens usually
if the shape isn't perfect. As to peppeis, we're advised to avoid soft watery
spots, because they lead the way to rot. And watch too for any kind of discol-
oration. And in buying celery, we ought to check agair^' blackheart ' and 'foot-
root' and possible insect enemies, by separating the stalks and looking inside.

We've covered tangerines, grapefruit and lemons, and since our time is

up we'll skir) the vegetables of which less than 1 in 25 go bad, especially

carrots with a spoilage record of only one in ^,000,

— ooOoo

—

CLOSING AMQUNGEl^MT : The Consumer Facts program comes to you at this same

time each through the cooperation of Station with the

United States Department of Agriculture.

####
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AMOlMCEtffiNT: And now for Gonsaraer Time J Each at this hour,

Station "brings you Consumer Eacts, the official weekly consumer

news "bulletin from Washington, which comes to you through cooperation with

the department of Agriculture.

--ooOoo

—

Today's "bulletin "brings a message from Don Montgomery, Consumers' Counsel

of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. His report points out how the

consumer fits into the new national farm program picture.

Conservation Act recognized the fact that the interests of agriculture and the

consuming pu"blic are not really antagonistic. They hoth depend in the long run

on adequate consumption of farm nroducts."

Mr. Montgomery also comments on the difference hetween the former AAA

programs and the new soil conservation program.

"The situation in 1933 was des-oerate," he reminds us. "Something had

t'o "be done to raise farm prices. The prices of things the farmers had to "buy

were at the pre-war level, while the prices of the things farmers had to sell

were per cent "below pre-war. And the supiDlies of farm products on hand were

larger than could normally "be consumed by the people in this country. Under

the Agricultural Adjustment Act the aim was to raise farm prices "by holding

output to the needs of the home market. The goal was price parity."

"In the first place," he says, "the Congress, in enacting the new Soil
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We're quoting Don Montgomery, Consmners' Counsel of the Agricultural

Adjustment Administration, and fro'n now on we'll De quoting him right along.

"IJow the situation has improved," he goes on; "a.nd the 'Congress. has\

refined the goal for agriculture in line with the new conditions. It is the

expressed intention of the Act to enable farmers to achieve "fair purchasing

power in return for their 'vork — not through raising pri ces per unit of .their

products to a certain set standard -- out in raising their ayera.ge net in co me

to a point where it can buy a fair amount of t..ie- things they need.

"The income parity which the new Act sets up as an objective is not the

same as price parity. I can explain it'in this way. Farmers will have reached

this income parity when the purchasing power of the income per person on farms

stands in the same relation to the purchasing' power of the income per person

in the non-farm population that it had in 1909-1^. The cost of living of -city

people is taken into account as well as the prices which farmers pay for the

things they buy. And the n^umDer of "people to be supported by farm income on

one hand and by the non-farm income on the other, is also taken into consider-

ation. '
-

"The farm program of the last three years, with its goal of price parity,

has already accomplished something in the direction of income parity. Econo-

mists in the Department c*" Agriajilture figure that the 1935 P®^ capita farm

income had a purchasing power equal to 83 percent of the pre-war farm income.

But compared with that, per capita non-farm income had a purchasing power of

about 23. P-^ cent of pre-war. Those two estimates put together show that

farmers' 1935 income was 90 per cent of pre-war parity.

"Of course the farmer's prices do have a good deal to do with what he

takes in during a season, but the price is not the only factor of a sale. There

is the amount of it that is sold at the price. In other words, I can get $1©
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either by sellin>2; two things a.t $5 apiece or 10 things at apiece, or

somewhere in "between*

"And that is where the most definite lorotection for the consumer in the

new farm bill comes in: it provides that in the course of achieving this pur-

chasing power of farm income farmers will not let their level of production go

below what is necessary for normal domestic consum-otion.

"To measure this 'normal' domestic consumption, they use the ten years

of the 1920's as a yardstick. Those years are accepted as normal because they

include a moderate depression, years of recovery, and years of so-called

prosperity.

"Of course the dom.estic food supply consumed in the years 1920-29 would

not be enough for the prec-^nt increased population. To get our normal consump-

tion figure for the present year we figure the consumption during 1920-29 on a

per capita basis and multiply that "by the number of people now in the country.

"Another imiDortant point is that the law doesn't insist that farmers

produce the same amount of each part icular food people ate in those years if

consumers have "been switching their preference from one kind of food to another.

Food habits have been changing and I su-ppose such c'nanges will continue. The

farm program takes account of such changes. Consumers' food habits may undergo

gradual changes but this does not reduce our total food requirements. And

since our increase of population will make it necessa.ry to increase the produc-

tion of all foods, the jod of allowing for the trends of consumption will be

simply a matter of adjusting the rate of increase to fit the history of the

particular food or class of foods,

"But there's one point I think all consumers want to have entirely clear.

That is that the food consumption during these yardstick years is not set up

as an ideal standard of consumption for this country. It is not the ultimate
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goal which we should really set oiirselves either in the interest of cohsiiraers

or the interest of farmers. It is not enough. It is only what we did consume

in the ten-year period which contained a pretty fair average of prosperity and

ended with years which reached a level of production and consumption higher

than we had ever reached "before. But even in the oest of those years there

were many families who did not have too much to eat, who did not have enough

to eat, and especially not enough of the right kind of foods.

"A good many people seem to feel that Americans do eat enough. They say

that no family cuts down on food until they are actually destitute. But expert

are drawing different conclusions these days, such as those in the "book puhlish

"by the Brookings Institution — ''America's Ca-oacity to Consume'.

"That study and ot"h.ers certainly seem to prove that the luxury of over-

eating is a risk that is run "by a very, very small proportion of all the

population. '

•

'

"The Brookings "book studied the amount of money which families spend

for food w"nen their total income is at any one of the various levels from less

than $100 a year up to $20,000. They find that according to the way families

spend their money, those with less than $1 , COO a year spend an average of ahout

$360 a year for food; families getting ^2500 to $300C a jea-T spend more than

twice as much, or $770 ^ year for food, while the well-to-do of course spend

much larger amounts. It is clear that if incom.e at the lower levels was

increased, those families would spend much more money for food,

"The Brookings study estimated that if all families getting less than

$250^ and that means 7 ou.t of 10 families in the country — could have an

income of $2500 they would inerease national food expenditures 20 per cent.

For the families who received this larger income it would mean an increase of

ho per cent in the amount spen-^ for food.
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"Secretarv of A:;^. ^3'ilture Wallace not long ago gave us a preview of

figures showing that if all these less fortunate families could "buy a satis-

factory diet, the demand for farm products would he greatly increased — 20 to

^4-0 per cent greater de'nand for fruits, vegetables, dairy products and eggs.

"But of course it is not the farmer's fault that Americans do not get

enough to eat. There are undoubtedly many instances in which the farm family

itself could use more food than it does. And if farmers produced now all the

food that consumers actually need, farm income would drop to levels that would

spell ruin to the farmer. The farmer can't "be asked to pay in the form of

ruinous farm prices for increasing our food supply to the level of fully

adequa.te consumption "before we are a."ble to pay him for that greater quantity,

"So it looks as though the ultimate answer lies in getting enough income

to consumers — all consune rs
,
including farm as well as city families* That

iis the road to the larger consumption which should certainly he the goal we

set for ourselves. Vaien we can have real prosperity in this country, reaching

down to all income levels, that larger consumption is what we will want, and

is what the farmer will want to produce for us, because we will then "be able

to pay him a living wage for producing that larger Quantity.

"

—ooOoo

—

CLOSING ANNQWCEIvIENT ; That's all of our message to consumers from Don Mont-

gomery, Consumers' Counsel of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration,

about the consumer's place in the new farm program. Each we bring

you Consumer Facts in cooperation with the United States Department of

Agriculture.

#####
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AMOUNGEL/IEITT ; Consumers, here we are again with Consumer Fgcts, the weekly

service to consumers from Washington. Each Station broad-

casts this official report in cooperation with the United States Department

of Agriculture.

— ooOoo

—

Just to keep in tune with the season the experts in the Bureau of Home

Economics have prepared us some mighty interesting facts about greens.

You know, there's nothing humble about the position of greens in the

dietary prescribed by the nutrition experts these days. They don't have to be

the fancy cultivated kinds such as lettuce or spinach either. Almost any of

them, whether they grow wild or tame, are likely to be on the good books of

the Bureau of Home Economics if they're thin green leaves. And that's not all:

Probably largely because consumers are getting wise to these facts, these same

wild greens are taking on a real commercial imiDortance.

Dandelion greens are shipiDed to market from Texas all the way to

Chicago. Turnip tops which used to be incidental to turnips are now a vegetable

in their own right, and the new "seven top turnir)" is custom-made for the market

value of the tops alone. Until 193^ shipments of greens weren't important

enough to get a classification by themselves on the records of carlot shipments

of fra.its and vegetables which the Bureau of Agricultural Economics publishes.

Now you'll find them listed to the t'one of 23 hundred carloads of greens that

made up whole freight carlot s in 193^.
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Those figures don't even mention greens that went to market in carlots

of mixed vegetables, and the ones that travelled in tracks or were picked hy

enterprising spring hucksters and sold in nearhy neighborhoods, nor those that

you picked and used from your own garden.

Spinach, of course, with all its publicity, is still a long way ahead

of these other greens in popularity, "but you'll "be seeing more and more of the

others on the n^rket ; mustard greens and dock, Swiss chard and water cress,

dandelion, kale, collards, turnip and "beet tops, "corn salad", and an old friend

"poke salad". Even old-fashioned "puaiey" — technically named purlane — and

larahsauarters , and the other greens we call weeds, come in for their share of

the new appreciation*

Naturally we can't mention green leaves without getting mixed up in

minerals and vitamins which are S'5 necessary to our lives. This magic of

greenery has a great deal to do with vitamins. The greenness of vegeta"bles

ma"kes an amazing difference in "Vitamin A content. For instance, the scientists

in the Bureau of Home Economics have discovered that the outside darker green

leaves of lettuce are forty times as rich in Vitamin A as the inner white leaves.

They're also more potent in Vitamin G, and all green leaf vegeta"bles are excel-

lent sources of "Vitarain C. And remem"ber you have to reiDeat on "Vitamin C every

day "because you can't stock up on that one. Then there's the appetite and pep

vitamin — that's Vitamin B, and a mighty good one to have on these lazy Spring

days.

Perhaps before we go any farther, we'd better let the experts of the

Bureau of Home Economics tell us just what the functions of vitamins are. It's

well to clear this up, because many of us hear so many commercial exaggerations

that we begin to feel that all claims for vitamins are exaggerated.
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To begin with, here's how our Washington experts classify the services

we mast get out of food: They put them into three classifications: First come

"building materials the food we use to grow and to repair tissues. Those

materials are iDroteins, minerals and water. Second come what they call the

"body regulators: the foods that keep us healthy and in good running order.

Minerals and vitamins and water come in this classification. The third classi-

fication supplies energy for activity — every activity from tennis to heart-

"beats. Fats, sugars, and starches, of course, are the principals in that cast.

So you see the exclusive function of the vitamin is in regulating and kee-oing

the "body in running order.

From what they've discovered, it seems that vitamins are not so much

food materials themselves, but rather the stimulators that make it possible for

the body to make use of other foods.

Dr. Munsell, Chief of the Nutrition Studies Division, in the Bureau of

Home Economics makes the statement that, "Vitamins are made most conspicuous by

their absence." That is, when you go short of them you begin to be conscious

of what you're missing.

That's how the vitamins originally got their nicknames like "anti-

scorbutic", or scurvy-preventing, Vitamin C. Of course, most of us don't go

completely without any one vitamin, so we don't usually get such extreme conse-

quences as scurvy. But a less serious lack of Vitamin C might send us to the

dentist oftener than we'd have to go if we ate our full quota of such vitamin-

rich foods as green leafy vegetables.

The experts suggest an explanation for S-nring Fever in this way too.

They say that in the wintertime we're most likely to shortchange ourselves on

our greenery and so it's natural that come S"Dring we begin to feel these vitamin

lacks. And that may be why we're all so prone to^ get that strange and
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lackadaisical feeling this time of year that we call S-oring Fever. At any ratej

the scientific folks are ^^illing to urge us to start right in and eat greens for

spring fever.

Going "back over the specific things greens give us, let's .just check up:

They offer not only an excellent suDply of Vitamin A hut also of Vitamin C-
—

the greener the leaf the more Vitamin A. They have vitamins B and C too, hesides

the douhle purpose minerals which are not only huilding ma-terials "but — like

vitamins — "body regulators, too.

According to the experts, we need a lot of minerals to make up the

various elements of our personality; hut it seems there are three of them, that

we're likely to go short on if we do our eating hy the helter-skelter method.

Those are calcium and phost^horus for bones and teeth, and iron for red hlood.

Spinach and all the other greens line up in a rather limited list of

iron-rich foods. Most vegeta"bles and fruits supply phosphorus too, and some

calcium, out of course fre all know mdlk is the hest place to go for your cal-

cium.

In checking up on the reasons for eating greens, let's not forget

such recommendations as flavor and taste . I helieve the Home Economists put

down color and variety on the list of reasons for eating greens, too.

As to taste, we hear a good deal from men ahout their rebellion against

being forced to sit down day-after day to a diet of what they call "hay". But

the way the Home Economists are cooking greens these days you could hardly find

anything less hay-like — greens fresh colored, tender, and flavorsome, with

perhaps a slight dressing of bacon fat and lemon juice and bits of crisp bacon

over the top. (You know, just talking about these greens, even if they are

good for us, m.akes me mighty hungry.)
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The Home Economics neople tell us that if you want to keep the good

green color as well as the food value you s'nould just "barely wilt the leaves

in no more water than sticks to them after you've washed them. Oh yes, they

do add that you should leave the cover off to keei) this color, and just turn

the leaves over occasionally until they've wilted; then they're done. Of course,

"by using soda you may keep the green color, too, "but you are daring the wrath

of all good scientific cooks when you do. You see, soda kills the vitamins B,

C, and G-, which you've gone to such lengths to -orovide.

Another popular way to cook greens is long "boiling with salt pork the

way they do it in the South, I admit it tastes mighty fine, "but it's too "bad

to lose your vitamins B and C. Not only that, "but if you cook your greens in

a lot of water and then pour it off, you're quite likely to "be pouring off

your valuable minerals which are the other main food-value reasons for eating

greens.

By the way, that recipe for "panned cab"bage" we gave you a few weeks
ago can he used with greens to fine advantage. Here's how:

You take your salt pork or bacon fat — or you can even use ham —
and cut it up into "bits and fry it crisp. Then you put your greens in and
keep turning them over 'ontil they're sort of wilted in the hot fat. By that
time they've taken on a nice seasoning.

Of course some of the tnugher greens like kale may take more cooking,
hut some of them you can eat entirely raw , and the more of that , the better
for you.

We've just time to pass on a few suggestions from the Pepartment of
Agriculture on selecting good values in greens for your money. Naturally the
greens you're looking for are the crisp, young, fresh, tender, green greens.
Be wary of those that are dirty, discolored, spotty, wilded, flabby, or yellow.
And the kind that have obviously tough leaves and stems won't turn out to be
very tender. Spots of slimj?' rot naturally mean decay. And t"nose that are old
enough to have seed steams have passed their best days of tender youth.

—ooOoo

—

CLOSING AMOlWCSivlENT ; That's all of our Consumer Facts for today. Each

.

at this time we bring you this official consumer reroort in cooper-

ation with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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AI'JHOUIJCEIvCSNT ; Here we are again with Consumer Facts, the weekly service to

official report in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture,
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This week we present chapter five in our continued story of cheese.

You will remember that in our last chapter on cheese we had just finished with

the "semi-hard cheeses ripened hy mold." Today, the Bureau of Dairy Industry

in the Department of Agriculture has prepared for us, important facts ahout

hard cheeses.

cheeses, and along with that, of course, goes a low water content — usually

between 3^ ^^^^ percent. From the point of view of the trade, the most

important thing about these hard cheeses is the fact that they don't spoil

easily. They are the real staples among cheeses. They can be marketed at any

point in a long period, and they can be handled in large lots, stored and

routed from place to place, without the spoiling you'd get in the soft cheese.

In fact, they tell us that the retailer often buys his hard cheese — not by

the cheese or by the box — but by the ton .

Cheddar cheese
,
including our own American cheddar, and the group of Danish

cheese; also the Edam and Gouda of Holland. Of course, Cheddar is just the

sam^e as our American "store cheese," and far the biggest proportion of the

cons^jjners from Washington. Each Station broadcasts this

The hardness is the most prominent physical characteristic of the hard

Let's start with the smooth- textured varieties. Among these are





cheese we eat is American cheddar. Now during Lent I expect a lot of you

people are renewing your acquaintance with it, for cheese is the chef's standhy

in making meatless dishes.

You know, Cheddar has a lot of close relations that we don't always

recognize when we meet them face to face, such as Pinea-pxile which is made in

the same way as Cheddar, hut its pressed into a mold shaped like a pineapple.

This cheese can he made from either whole milk or partly skimmed milk. Although

Cheddar is usually nade of whole milk there is a method of making it from partly

skim milk.

Then there's a cheese called "Levden" that originated in Holland hut

is now heing made in Michigan and New York. It's a part skim-milk cheese spiced

up pretty strong with caraway seed, and colored red.

Another one is "Sage" cheese which is regular cheddar flavored with

garden sage,

Californians talk ahout a native son called "California Jack" cheese

which is m.ade hy a method more like the old fashioned farm way of cheesemaking

than the modern factory way of making Cheddar.

If you are one of those cheese consumers who like a strong and sharp

flavored cheese you will find that the longer the ripening process the hetter

it will suit your taste. Connoisseurs demand cheese two or three years old

to make a cheese rahhit for instance, while some people prefer their cheese

to he mild and yoiung.

Some mighty good technical points to watch when you huy American Cheddar

cheese are cleanliness and neatness . Too, the hig cheese from which the market-

man cuts your slice should he flat and even — not hulgy or lopsided. Inside,

the color of the cheese should he the same all the way through — not too palo
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or too "bright, nor mottled or seamy looking. The texture should be good and

.s olid . If you see any holes, you can he susioicious of the quality; — and

the Dest test of all, according to the experts in the Bureau of Dairy Industry,

is to take a little of the cheese between the thumb and fingers. It should

feel smooth and waxy and have no lumps, and it should rub d.o^mi like cold butter.

For your taste-test Cheddar sho-ijld have a "-pleasant, clean, mild aroma and the

characteristic flavor similar to nut

s

.

"

Still more of the smooth- textured hard cheeses are those of the Danish

group. They're not very familiar to us in America, since the Danes sell their

cheese mostly to England and Germany. But here's an interesting thing about

Danish cheese. Since Denmark has such a big market for butter , the cheese

makers had to develop methods of making skim milk, and partly- skimmed milk,

into cheese. And they did it so well that they make practically no whole milk

cheese at all now.

Speaking of skim-milk cheese, it is interesting to know that in a recent

League of Nations report on nutrition, it was stated that people in general tend

to overlook the values of skim milk. Now that applies to skim.-milk cheese, too.

For you know that skira-railk has practically all the food values of whole milk —

r

the minerals, some vitamin content, the protein, and the only things you miss

are the fat and the Vitamin A. In cheese this reduction of the fat content

has its advantages. In the first place, you can eat more cheese and get more

of the concentrated protein and mineral values, and you don't have to eat so

ra^lch fat with it. That's one reason why Cottage cheese always gets such a high

recommendation from nutrition experts. Of course, from the consumer's point of

view it ' s a G-odsend because of its cheapness. Naturally all skim-milk cheeses

are cheaper than the same kind made with whole-milk. There's a mighty good

point for all consumers to remember.
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This is an excellent place to introduce Edam for it's seldom a whole

milk cheese. Edam has one of those elusive tastes that are hard to desrTihe

hut the technical people come close when they say the flavor should he "mild,

clean and pleasantly saline "
. They explain further to say that the term "saline"

isn't intended to mean salty, hut rather just a touch of the hriny . We in

America have never done a commercially successful joh of making these Dutch

cheeses, hut consumers are pretty well sup-plied hy our rather large imDorts

of Edam and Gouda.

One difference hetween Edam and G-ouda is that the Gouda, instead of

heing pressed into small round molds, is made more in the shape of Cheddar —

hut not so hig. Another difference is that Gouda is always made from whole

milk, whereas Edam is usually made of milk from which they've removed hetween

a quarter and a third of the fat.

That's just ahout all of the hard cheeses without eyes that we see in

America; and that hrings us round to the headliner in the class of hard cheese

with holes. Of course we all know that this one is Swiss — otherwise known

as G-ruyere, Eramenenthal, and Schweitzer.

Here is where we clear up an old mystery — how do they make the holes

in Swiss cheese? Well that's one of the most difficult parts of the whole

process of Swiss cheese-making. You see, the holes result from a fermentation

of organic salts such as lactates, hy a specific type of organism. The cheese

experts in the Department of Agriculture produce a pure culture of this organ-

ism which they send out to Swiss ("heese-makers to help them develop eyes and

flavor in their cheese. Once these eyes have started, just how far they go

from there depends on the temperature and humidity of the air. For that

reason they usually use two curing rooms for Swiss cheese, one to start the

eyes and another with a lower temperature to check the development of .the eyes..-
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To determine when the eyes have gone far enough — and it takes an

expert — they tap the side of the cheese in a very special manner. The

degree of hollowness is determined "by the sound.

Our scientists tell us that the size of the holes in Swiss cheese should

he ahout the size of a cherry — or a nickel. The inside of the eye should have

sort of a dull shine, if you see what I mean. If the cheese is full of pin

holes, it's not a success — it's called a "niszler", meaning "a cheese with a

thousand eyes." If it doesn't develop eyes at all, it's called — quite

appropriately — ""blind".

Here is one reason that imported Swiss may taste a little "better to

you than domestic. You see, the Swiss are iiiclined to hold their cheese until

it's thoroughly cured — proha"bly almost a year. ITow in America if there is a

ready market or if they haven't much storage room they're likely to ship it

right out at the age of three months or sol

We have just one really well known hard cheese left and that's Parmesan .

This one is nearly always imported and although there are many others of the

same type made in Italy, Greece, and European Turkey we seldom see them on

our markets except to meet certain local demands. Parmesan takes from one to

three years to ripen properly and when it's rive it's very dry. Usually made

of skim-milk, it fits the needs of the warmer countries very nicely because it

doesn't get greasy or oily in hot weather and doesn't spoil so easily. Nutri-

tionally too it answers their purposes better since they don't need the high

fat content a northern coijntry does. We use it in this country mostly in cook-

ing.

—ooOoo

—

CLOSING AMOimCElVENT ; That's all of our Consumer Pacts for today. Each

at this time we hring you this official consumer report in cooperation

with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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AEITQUIICER: Time for Conswer Fact si W'^ "bring you this v/eekly consumer service

from Washington eaoh at in cooperation with the United

States Department of Agriculture,

Today our Washington correspondent on consijmer problems sends us a lessnn

in m.athematics for housekeepers who are operating on a slim meat "budget. Accord-

ing to our correspondent, it's pos3i"blo to let m.athemstics help us get the "biggest

possible quantity of lean meat for a given amount of m.oney.

But before we giv<? you this formula for estim.ating the amount of lean micat

per pound in each of the diffi^rent cuts of beef, let's make sure there's no mis-

understanding of what you've got when you get through estimating.

In the first place, our correspondent m.akes it clear that this means no

reflections on fat meat. In fact, the mieat experts state that a m.oderate quantity

of fat meat imn roves meat, though too much fat can be quite wasty. As a m.eat

consumer you've undoubtedly learned that the m.ore marbling of fat you see in th^

cut you'Ys^ planning to buy, the better your chances for getting a tender, well-

flavcred piece of meat. Besides that indication cf oual i ty the fat provides,

the experts rem.ind us that fat m.alces its own contribution to food value, though

it's not the same contribution that lean meat miakes.

And right here's a good opportunity to quote our correspondent on the
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subject of the food value of lean meat.

Of course, the outstandirxg reason the nutritionists give us for eating

lean meat (aside from the important fa.ct that we just plain like its taste) is

its high-grade protein, vvhich vje need to "build and repair the tissues of our

hodies. Besides that, lean mieat gives us minerals v/hich are very important.

And we miust not forget vitamins. If you've never thought of mieat as a vitamdn

food, • you'd "be surprised at the Vitamins B and G- it provides for t'he purpose

of keeping us fit and helping us to make use of the rest of our "building materi-

als.

As to fat, the nutritionists say that its ccntrihution is fuel . That is,

of course, from the technical food-value point of view. But none of us are likely

to overlook the fact that fa,t can do a miighty important job of mialcing meat appe-

tizing . As a m.atter of fact, the only reason we hear so much about food value is

that we don't need to be told what to b^a^r from, the point of view of taste. It's

the nutrition that we don't always keep in miind when we're planning and budgeting,

and the result of that kind of buying and planning is sometim.es an extra inroad

on the part of the expenses listed under the heading "Medical Care". Especially

if we can't afford to buy lavishly.

But getting back to the comparison of the fat-strsaked mieat and the lean

m.eat. Even if this fat-streaked expensive kind of meat does have mere flavor,

the hom.e economists tell us that there are ways of putting flavor into the cock-

ing of the other cuts — the ones we find by our figures to be cheaper because

of the higher percentage of lean meat. Cf course that's net the easiest way, and

that's why the average consumer's taste runs to steaks and chops. But if your

meat money is short it pays to use your skill and mal-ie the cheaper less-known

cuts comipete with thehigher priced ones in flavor as well as food value.
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And another assurance from the nutrition experts in the Bureau of Home

Economics removes the last douot that this is true economy. E)r they tell us

that the lean meat in a fancy expensive cut of beef is not one speck more nutri-

tious than the lean meat of a cheap cut. All lean meat is equally valuahle

nutritionally, according to the ex-oerts.

And now for the mathematics to help you find out which cuts of heef arc

actually most expensive from the point of view of the lean meat you get per pound.

Let me remind you right now that this kind of information calls for note-

hooks and pencils unless you're mathem^at ical wizards.

The first cut of mieat on which we can try our fits"J-res is round steals. Just

write "round steak" down on your paper and heside it write the figure "81 percent".

That 81 percent is the proportion of lean meat in round steak. ITow to figure out

just what this lean meat costs you at your market: Divid^> 81 percent into the

price you pay per pound. Suppose you pa^/ 33 cents a x^o'^nd for round steak in

your market. Divide 81 percent into 33 cents and you get something ^^ver 40 cents.

That's the price you actually pay for a pound of lean round steak, if you're buy-

ing it at the price of 33 cents a pound in your market. If you're paying some

other price, you divide 81 percent into whatever pricp? you are paying.

Round steak has a high percentage of lean meat, "but it is not the very

highest on our chart. The highest percentage we've been given is for flank

steak — 87 percent lean meat. Just as another illustration for this method of

figuring out how much you're paying for the lean m.eat in the different cuts of

moat you buy, suppose you pay the sarne price — 33 cents a pound for flanl^ steak.

Divide 87 percent into 33 cents and 2-^ou get just under 38 cents a pound for th^-

lean meat in flank steak,

Now I'm not going to burden you with the woniings of this form.ula for
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every cut of meat in the butcher's repertory, "but I will pass along to you the

percentage of lean meat in each one, just asi've got it from Washington, Remember

this only applies where the butchor cuts the meat according to the Chicago method

of meat cutting, but that method is the most popular one so it ought to give most

of us a rough idea of the relative percentages of lean meat in cur beef cuts,

l\low so far Y/e've got round steak down on our list — 81 percent lean mieat,

Flanlc steak 87 percent. Next we have 70 percent lean meat for both sirloin steak

and chuck steal?:. Next comes rib roast. Rib roast is 64 percent lean meat.

Porterhouse f ignores out at only jO -oercent lean mieat. Next v/e have plate beef —

58 percent lean m^eat. Further down the list for percentage of lean meat is r^amp

roast — that is rump roast with the bone in it. Ruriip roast with bone is 53 per-

cent lean meat — jiist a little over half.

Now that all sounds pretty dry and mathematical, but when you start using

the method on your own m^eat buyihg you may be surprised at what it does for your

meat budget. It -will show you some amazing things in the way of econom.y.

Just to give you a glimpse of the -May the meats arrange themselves in the

order of price per pound of lean meat, let me tell you the results our consumer

correspondent in Washington got by dividing these percentages of lean meat into

the prices one V/ashington store ?/as quoting on the different cuts of beef.

As you miay have expected, the most expensive lean meat of all was the lean

meat on a cut of porterhouse steak. At the price this V/ashington shop was charg-

ing, the lean meat of porterhouse steals figured out at 65 cents a pound. Next

came sirloin steak. The lean meat -^n sirloin steal-: as bought in this liVashingtcn

store on that day came to an actual cost of 53 cents a pound.

Believe it or not, the next highest-priced lean mea.t was on rump roast

bo"'aght with the bone in it. The lean meat turned out to cost 47 cents a pound,
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though the "butcher ^^as only charging 25 cents a pound for the rmnp ros.st with

hone as 70U h ought it.

Cheaper than ruiiip roast with oone, for lean meat, was rih roast. By

dividing the 6U per cent lean meat into the Thrice of 29 cents a pound which

the hutcher was charging, we got an actual cost of ^5 cents a pound for the

lean m.eat in rih roast.

After rih roast came flank steak. At the price the butcher was charging

that da^-', the lean meat on flank steal- came to a little less than 3^ cents a

;oound. Chuck was still cheaper — the lean meat of chick costing 3C cents a

pound. And cheapest of all v/as plate oeef . Though it has a fairly low

percentage of lean mieat, its initial cost was so lov/ that the lean m.eat of

plate beef tiur^ed out to cost less than 26 cents a pound, the lowest price

per pound of lean meat of any cut they figured.

l\[ow just to be sure no one got tangled up in all those figures I gave

you, I'm going to repeat again the list of percentg^ges of lean meat in each

of the different cuts of beef cut by the Chicago miethod. To figure out your

own price per pound of lean m^eat according to the price you pay in your own

store, just divide the- percentage of lean meat into the price of the cut.

Eere they are: Flank steak, S7 percent lean meat; Hoimd steak, Si per

cent lean; Sirloin steak, 'JO percent lean; Chuck steak, 70 percent lean; Rib

roast, oh percent lean; Porterhouse stealc, percent lean; Pla.te beef, 5^ per

cent lean; Hump roast with bone, 53 percent lean.

That's all of our Consumer Facts for tode^y. Ilext week at this sam.e time

we bring you a batch of information on egg s -- and it's guaranteed to be a com-

plete rest from na thematic s. Our consumer correspondent suggests that if we
have any hardboiled eggs left from Easter, to eat them up with a sense of
perfect safety/ and next week we'll tell you how you profited irom the eating.

* * *

i^inromiCSIvaSlTT: Each at Station
brings you Consiamer Facts from. Washington, in cooperation with the United
States Department of Agriculture,
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Sts.tion orin^'S yo";i this v.-eeklj' ofxicial corin'jLuer report from

Washington in cooperation v.'ith the Uni tcd^Statcs Tepartment of Agricial turc.
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Today our consumer correspondent in Washington comes through with the

promised batch of wisdom on eggs. Today we're going to give those of you v/ho

ate uu your Zs.ster eggs the good nev;s ahout v;hat you acquired with those eggs.

In the first -olace, nutritionists rate eggs as tlie most valuable

na,tural food there is — alv/ays excepting m.ilk. Tlioy advise families with

even the smallest sw^s to srjend fcr food to malie sure that the "oahy gets some

egg yolk almiost every day from the tim.e he's Just a few m.ontxis old.

You noticed they say egg yolk . It sounds as though the white of the

egg was Just the frame for the pictm^e. And so it is, almost. They say it is

alm:Ost a pure watery solution of protein. Of course, th^at' s a valuable food

element. But we cen get it from meat and other foods. The point about the

yolk of the egg is that it adds tc the diet a rich supply of food elemients

that are not so easy to come by as protein. Of course it does give us protein

of a very fine quality. Also fat for fuel. Tut the item.s that make egg

yolk a, really grea.t food are its minerajs and vitamdns. It contains iron,

calciuTi and phosphorous — and all are specially valuable bec'.use they happen

to be in a form that the body tissues can make use of quickly and easily.



*
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Of the three minerals eg~s provide, iron is the heac'liner. The red blocd

it maizes is something noDody' s aoovo having. Then, of conrse, there are the

vitamins, those stimalators that help o\i'£ ood^r make good use of the food

materials it gets. Eggs are nn-asual , it thE,t they provide the simshine vitamin

D, which very few foods seem to have naturally;". You know 01 coiirse that every

child needs the help of vitamin D to fight rickets and that's how come the

fashion of codlivcr oil in the wintertime. Eggs have the other codliver oil

vitanin, too, — Vitarnhn A. And e.lso the factor that prevents ]pellagra is on

hand

.

ilow just a minute ago v/e said eggs — next to rnhlk — were the "best

natural food there is. But you can't let eggs take the place of an^^ of that

quart of milk a day for children, hecause there isn't enough calcium in the

inside of the egg to supply a child' s needs, hilk is tne real calcium food for

building bones and teeth, hut the Vitamin D in the egg helps the "body to make

good use of it.

According to the experts, the vitamin values in an egg can vary, depending

on the food the hen ate. It used to he the time of yea.r that made all the

difference "because in the spring amd summer the hens ate a. lot of greenery and

so their eggs were richer in Vitamin A. They got out in the sunshine m.ore and

so their eggs had m.ore Vitamin D. But nowadays these impr ovemients can he

brought on by science without waiting for natvjre's seasonal help. The hens

on the bigger, more up-to-date poultry farms are likely to get their daily

ration of codliver oil in the wintertime the same as children do. The poultry

raisers find that it pays to feed vitamin-rich food because the hens are so m.uch

m.ore healthy aid therefore better producers and better paying investments.

And we share the benefits when we get vitamin-rich eggs.
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Bat there's a moral in that. If the poultry man find it maizes such a

difference in the health of their hens to feed them extra vitamins, it looks

as though our families deserve as much consideration e.s the p or.l trymen ' s hens.

So that's a tip to family caterers to check up on the vitamins tliat give their

customiors hetter "breaks in the m.fttcr of health.

Of course, tliere' s no v/ay to tell v^hethsr you're getting eggs that have

more or less vitamin potenc3^ \mless you huy direct fromx the farm where you can
men

investigate the hen's haoits yourself. But miodern poultry/ seem to be tending

to put m.ore and more of these vitamin-rich eggs on the market every year. And

of course right nor; ITature is taldng ca.re of the matter so mq don't need to

worry.

It's good luck for consuiuers tlia.t the same time of year for high

vitamin content in eggs is the time of year for low prices, B/.t that's no

coincidence of course. Becatise the v/eather influences the nutritional contents

of the eggs and the supply of them at the sarnie time, and naturally v/hen eggs

are plentiful the price goes down,

I hope you've noticed tiia.t egg prices hav

e

"been going down. Though I'll

have to admiit that the drop in vjrices early in the spring that our economists

promise us ever;^'' year just didn't mappen this year. Hggs were actually going

up in price in J'e'bruary. Tiiat \/as "because the weather mas "been acting up

this year in a way that threv; everything off schedule including egg production.

Fewer eggs were laid per hundred hens on harch 1 than on that date in any other

year of the past ten. But right afterward eggs dropped enough in price to

more than mali:e up for the February increase. So April and hay can "be egg

months for consumers after all.
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But getting "back to the prolDlem of knowing Just Yiliat you're getting when

you "buy eggs; The surest general r^.ile if you want to kna'/ the quality of the

egg you buy is to buy G-overnrnent graded eggs. This Federal grading is not

compLilsory. Any dealer can voluntarily talce advantage of the service of the

Government experts ' service v/henever they are available if he pays for it. In

case you're interested in whether the cost of this grading should add much

to the price of the eggs you buy, here are the fig"ares. The dealer can get

25 cases graded for $1.50. Each of those 25 cases holds 30 dozen eggs, so the

grading actually costs the merchant I/5 of a cent a dozen,

Eerc' s how the Federal grades go: The top grade is "U. S. Special," but

it's just a little too top for the usual commercial market. The highest grade

we usually see is the next one — "U. S. Extra" which is a perfectly good

breakfast egg. The third grade is "U. S, Standard" which correspondends to

Grade B by the Nev/ York system. In fact when you buy a carton of U. S.

Standards under the seal authorized by the Departm.ent of Agriculture they must

be marked "Retail Grade B" too. According to tnat the U. S. Extras would

correspond to Grade A, U. S. Standards to Grade B, and the fourth grade — "U,

Trade" would be Grade C, and they'd be all right for cooking.

Here's a good place to insert an economy note, as to whether you get

any less in the way of food value if you buy the less eiqoensive eggs for cookin

purposes. Our V/ashington consumer's correspondent answers that one this way.

The standards of quality are based on factors usually found in nev;ly l£5id eggs.

But as long as theegg is eatable at all it is just as nutritious as it was

when it was laid, as far as v/e know. But of course any home caterer knov;s that

no food value is going to do her customers much good if she csn't get them to

eat it. And that's v/hat usually happens v/hen you eat a soft-boiled egg that
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isn't so iresli a,s it once ^'/as. Yor- ratlicr lose your appetite for eggs. But

tliore are places v/licrc the subtle fla.vor of an eg^ doesn't count — in cakes

and liTiiffins and so on. The v/ise liousewiie can v/orl-; orit iier own tricks for

economy.

The theory of freshness dependin.g on the actual a^^e of the egg is getting

to "be e.n old-fashioned fallacy. It all depends on how the egg has "been handled.

One s b"-dy reported "by our 'Tashingtcn expert proved that eggs kept at a teraper-

ature of 100 degrees uill deteriorate as much in tpjcoc days as eggs kept at

33 degrees for ICC days. That n:-eans that three days of hot weather on the

farm before an egg comes to town would make a so-called "fresh egg" as sta.le

as aji egg kept properly in storage for more than three months.

Unfortunately not all of our egg la.'/s have been revised to keep up with

this idea, so if we look over the statute books of the different states we

find that a good m.any of them see::: still to base their standards on the fa,ct .

that the eggs had been produced locally pnd that they v/erc not "cold storagel'

I suppose tha.t's a hangover from the days before refrigeration becauie so

satisfactory as it is no'w.

That has been a long hard Job, that business of making refrigeration of

eggs really effective. Even after they had learned to n'lake sure of the proper

temperature, there still was the problem of avoiding the ta-ste that seem:ed to

go with storage eggs anyway. Then they found tha.t this taste developed when

the egg absorbed the odor

s

of the packing materials. !Tow they have perfected

nev/ odorless kinds of packing and made a big im.provemient in the appetizing

quality of storage eggs.
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Another important trdnf,' was to ciieck tiie uvaiooration which is the

indication of the deterioration oi the egg. I~I---::idi tj keeps the evaporation

dovm and so retards dcterioriation. One grocery cor^Dany has gone so far as to

"use h-uirhdificd trucks for picking up the eggs fror.i the farm and for taking thom

from the warehouse to the corner grocery, That sejne grocery, hy the v;ay, sells

G-overnment- graded eggs and on the seal is the legend "ITot to oc sold after —

a certain date" v;hich goes a little further in protecting the consumer from

stale eggs. All C-overnrricnt graded eggs of course have to have the date of

grading on them, The^t little stamp on the seal of the carton is a, date tha.t

really mea.ns something.

;ic 3{c

AM'JOUiTCSI/^llTT: That's all tne Consujner Pacts for today. Listen in next week

for some tips on "buying fabrics for your Spring sev/ing. Station

"brings you. txiis official consijmer information from v^ashiington each

at in cooperation with the United S testes Department of Agriculture,
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In tune ^fjith the time of year, we give you today some special advice

on choosing a fa"bric for Spring sewing, from Ruth O'Brien, Chief of the Divi-

sion of Textiles and Clothing of the Bureau of Home Economics in the Department

of Agriculture.

Miss O'Brien admits that this joo "becomes more confusing each year.

"The great variety of new materials we must choose from these days does -oresent

new problems," Miss O'Brien says. "But," she goes on to console us, "that is

the "orice of progress, "^^e must admit on the other hand that fabrics are more

attractive and more interesting every year."

Miss O'Brien's first suggestion may surprise som.e nrosToect ive fabrie

consumers. "I would suggest," she says, (and from now on we'll oe quoting her)

"that milady shopper sit down at home and do some thinking — ' cerehration' is

the word one of riy college professors used. And I would have her think out

exactly what qualities she wants in that fabric she ex-oects to "buy. You kno^

we can really never hope to find material satisfactory to us unless we know

what we want

.

)W
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"The first question I'd ask myself would "be, 'What do I want to use

this material for?' Is it for a child's play suit which will have hard wear,

constant scruhhing, and exposure to sunlight? Or is it meant for a few

grown-up wearings on party occasions?

"If it's to "be used for the nlay suit, then I want qualities such

as durability and — shall we say — ' washability ' , I want a material that

will not shrink and will not fade. So when I get to the store, I will look

for labels or ask the clerk about these particular qualities in the fabrics

offered me. Of course, I would also look for sometning pretty and suitable

in color and design for the child who is to wear it. But on the other hand

I would be fortified against one of those buys that are made on impulse —

just because the color is nice or the design is what some folks describe as

'cute'. Those usually turn out to be the bad buys.

"Of course finding fabrics with these qualities is not always so easy.

If you've decided on one of the standbys like gingham or chambray, or dotted

Swiss, you know you're getting cotton, but even then you can't tell by looking

at it v\fhether or not it will shrink or fade. You have to depend on a label

or on information the clerk can give you. Personally, I prefer a label because

I know the clerk has no opportunity to test out every fabric she is selling.

Or as far as color fastness is concerned I often take samples home and wash

them to see whether or not they are fast to laundering.

"You see more labels about color fastness than about any other quality.

Of course, some are rather vague and say just 'washable' or something like that.

I like the ones that say 'vat dye' because I know that means the dyestuff which

has been used is one of the best.
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"There are not so many labels atout shrinkage . This is unfortunate

hecause of course you can't tell how much a fahric will shrink merely "by

looking at it. And even some of the labels that do mention this are not

very clear. They may say ' pre-shr-unk' which, taken at its face value, so

to speak, merely means that the fabric has gone through some kind of a shrink-

ing process. It may shrink some more. I like to see labels that tell me

exactly whether or not I may expect it to shrink some more and, if so, how

much more. Such a label as one I saw the other day reading 'Guaranteed not

to shrink more than 2 percent'. And another that said, 'Will not shrink when

ironed damp.' But often labels just give fancy names that don't say anything,

don't even tell what fiber the material is made of.

"That of course is the big modern puzzle. And we really should know

what fibers we are buying. That is one of the ways we know the qualities we

are getting, and how we should care for the material. For instance, we know

that the synthetics and silks must be washed more carefully than the linens

and cottons. Most people have heard of cases of new dresses of these synthetics

literally melting away at the touch of the first "Dressing iron that came their

way. Those tragedies usually occur when the fabric is a cellulose acetate and

the iron used is too hot for that material. Most of these fabrics are beau-

tiful and very satisfactory but they must be ironed carefully. Many of them

now carry labels warning that they must be ironed at a lower temperature than

most fabrics. That is the kind of information that belongs on the label and

I'm glad to say that it is showing up there more and m.ore these days.

"And that reminds me — I believe we women must make an effort to

know something about the new fibers and new finishes as they appear on the

market or we will soon find we can't even understand the language used in

talking about textiles.
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"In that case it would "be very easy to mislead us. For instance, the

other day I saw an advertisement describing the 'twelve -ooints of superiority'

of a "batch of silk slips. Nijjn"ber 9 '^^'^ 'made of luxurious pure silk crepe

d' esprit — weighted for longer wear'.

"Just the same, I don't think a consumer would find it hard to under-

stand that weighting of metallic salts in silk to make it feel heavy is often

responsi'ble for splitting and cracking and wearing out from pressing.

"Getting "back to this matter of identifying the fi"bers, the other day

I heard a clerk talk ahout an 'acetate silk'. There is no such thing. That

is a case where the clerk was mixed up. Su"0"nose we make a little outline of

the kinds of fihers we are likely to find now in dress goods.

"First, there are the cottons and the linens and the wools. They

are easy. Then the silks. These may "be la"beled just 'silk' or 'Dure dye

silk' or 'weighted silk' or 'unweighted silk'. That last three terms refer

to the metallic or other weighting materials which may "be added to a silk

to give it "body without using so much silk fi"ber.

"Under a Trade Practice Agreement SDonsored hy the Federal Trade

Commission, no silk containing more than 10 per cent (— in the case of "black,

15 ver cent) of any su"bstance other than silk can he labeled 'pure dye'.

And if the word ' silk' is used in describing such material it must be labeled

'weighted silk'.
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"In all those cases, the lilDor is the one made "by the little silh v/orm.

Nowadays of coui'se many of our fioers ai'e :uade "by h-ar..an oeii-gs. I'hey are tne

syn-fiictics. It may he hard to helieve, but in 1935 r^^ore than 250 mxillion pouriis

of synthetic fiber were manufactiir ed in the United States alone. So the syn-

thetics are bound to figure in our choice this spring more than ever "before

on any counter.

"And I think it is a good thing. Formerly in the louver price ra.nges

we had m.any silks so hea,vily weighted that they soon split. S^mthetics will no

douct take the pla,ce of these and give much m.ore service for the money,

"I.^ost of our syntLijtics are loiown as rayons. They used to he called

artificia.1 silks but those words are out style now. On the other hand, some of

o^j-r synthetics are made of su.ostances the ehemhsts call 'cellulose acetate.'
of

These are not spoken/as rayons. They are often called 'acetates" for short.

Some firms have coined trade nam.es for the cull\ilose acetate fiher they m.ake.

Most of these naiT.es sound something like 'acetate' or contain a syllable of that

word,

"One of the very latest developments of tlie fine uo~and-comlng rayon

industry is 'staple rayon," sometimes called 'spun rayon,' v/nich has not heen

on the market very long. It is made oy cutting up the rayon filair.ents into

short pieces and spinning themi into a ;^-arn. This makes it possible to give new

effects to the faorics. In -some cases these fabrics look and feel som.ev/hat like

wool, and so they are spoken of a,s 'artificial wool' hut I think wool still has

some qualities ver^r much its ov;n that have not heen duplica,ted hy this newcomer.

I don't believe many of us would mistalce any of these s;^7nthetic fibers for wool

unless they were mhxed in very thoroughly with wool fibers and sp-un. into one yam.
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"Speslcing of mixed fibers, I was Just looking through a oook of new

s-pring fabrics the other day and I saw all kinds of mixtures in that one sm.all

bock. Some were rayons and acetates mixed together; spim rayon mixed with

acetates; spun rayon mixed with wool; silk mhxed with rayon; cotton mixed with

ra;/on, etc. Here is where I look for a label telling what percentage of each

is present. That is a good thing to look for when you are buying any mixed

fabric. Because of course, it is the fiber that predominates that will dictate

how the fabric mast be c^jred for and how much should be paid for it.

"Of co-^xse the fiber is not the only concern of the potential ya,rd-

goods const-nner. lyen after you have picked out the fiber tliat suits your

-p^urpose, there are questions of weave, slippage of yarns, construction of

the design, etc., which af-Cect the usefulness and length of life of the

clothes you make. These que-.tions are well worth any consumer's study."

Unfortunately, that^ s all we have time for of Hiss O'Brien's advice

on buying fabrics for spring sewing.

—ooOoo

—

CLOSI' ^G- j\:"H0I,lTC51.1Si:TT ; With this report we conclude the series of broadcasts

from the Consuuners' Counsel of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. The

Department of i^ricult-ore asks us to express thanks to listeners for their

interest in the series and to remind them, that consumer information may always

be obtained by writing to the ConsTJiiers' Co-ansel, Agricultm-al Adjustment

Admiini strati on, ^Jashington , D. C.




